Georgia Southern
University Faculty Senate
Meeting
January 26, 2022 | 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Zoom Link for Non-Voting Attendees:
https://georgiasouthern.zoom.us/j/92447726513

Zoom Link for Panelists will be sent out on Tuesday, January 25, 2022

Pre-Meeting Notes:
1) Read all reports, motions, and discussions included in this agenda before the meeting.
2) Be able to access copies during the meeting. Copies will not be shown online during
meetings.
3) To allow everyone a chance to participate, and to conduct the meeting in a timely
manner, please limit yourself to two talking points per item. No talking point should
exceed two minutes.
4) Faculty Senate meetings this year will be virtual. The meeting starts promptly at 4pm,
which means everyone should be online by that time. The meeting space will be open
with IT staff available 30 minutes prior to the starting time to help with any technical
issues you may have prior to the meeting.
5) This meeting will be run as a virtual Video Webinar through Zoom with all Senators
and select administrators as Panelist.
6) Senators and invited guests must join with video with full name and college
affiliation. Video should be on when speaking.
7) As a Senator, if you cannot attend, it is your responsibility to confirm a substitution
with the Alternates from your college. The name and email address of the alternate
must be provided to the Faculty Senate Office 48 hours prior to the meeting to ensure
that they receive the appropriate link to sit on the panel and vote.
8) Alternates may vote only if they are representing another Senator.
9) Please raise your hand via the link at the bottom of the Zoom webpage to be
recognized to speak.
10) All Faculty Senate meetings are recorded.
11) All submissions to the Chat box will become part of the official minutes of the meeting.
12) Edited Minutes will be distributed.

AGENDA
4:00

I.

CALL TO ORDER

4:01

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA (Pages 1-2)

4:02

III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / November 14, 2021
(Kowalewski, Senate Secretary) [Pages 3 – 8]

4:03

IV.

4:10

V.

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / January 11, 2022 (Terry, FS
Librarian) [Pages 9 - 43]
FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
REPORT
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. NONE
NEW BUSINESS
A. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
i. Follow Up on 2020 SGA-FS Joint Resolution
provisions related to additional search committee
funds (Holtzman) [Pages 44 – 45]
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS
i. Faculty Welfare Committee Revisions to Faculty
Annual Report Form (Konkle) [Pages 46 – 47]
ii. Faculty Welfare Committee Proposed Mask
Mandate and Motion (Konkle) [Pages 55 – 57]
iii. Faculty Welfare Committee COVID-19 Policy on
Faculty Evaluation (Konkle) [Pages 58 – 63]
C. Motions
i. None

5:00

VI.

5:30

VII.

5:45

VIII.

6:00

IX.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Dr. Kyle Marrero, President)
PROVOST’S REPORT (Dr. Carl Reiber, Provost, VPAA)
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
ADJOURNMENT

Georgia Southern University Faculty Senate Meeting
November 18, 2021, 4 to 6 p.m.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order at 4PM.
The Senate approved the minutes from the October meeting.
Susan Hendrix (WCHP) submitted the proposed new SRIs that an ad hoc committee has been
working to create a consistent evaluation form for all courses. She indicated the proposed
changes would help evaluate courses across different colleges. Several changes were
recommended before the form can be used.
The Provost Office is putting together a focus group to work with Segal Consulting, the company
who completed the faculty salary study. Faculty worried about the overall findings of the salary
study, wanting to work with Segal to understand methodology, including the peer institutions
that were chosen for the study.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:43 PM.
MINUTES
Officers in Attendance: Cary Christian (CBSS, President) Trish Holt (COE, Past President,
Parliamentarian), Jennifer Kowalewski (CAH, Secretary), Robert Terry (CAH, Librarian), Bill
Dawers (CAH, President Elect)
Senators in Attendance: Cheryl Aasheim (PCEC), Chris Kadlec (PCEC), David Calamas
(PCEC), Diana Botnaru (WCHP), Abid Shaikh (COSM), Addie Martindale (CBSS), Amanda
Hedrick (CAH), Annie Mendenhall (CAH), Eloise Pitt (CBSS), Finbarr Curtis (CAH), Jay
Hodgson (COSM), Jeffrey Riley (CAH), Jonathan Murphy (CAH), Joshua Kies (WCHP), June
Joyner (CAH), Justin Montemarano (COSM), Kari Mau (WCHP), Katherine Fallon (CAH),
Kendra R. Parker (CAH), Kymberly Harris (COE), Leticia McGrath (CAH), Lisa Costello (CAH),
Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS), Mark Hanna (PCOB), Sheri Carey (WCHP), Wendy Wolfe (CBSS
- AC), Divine Wanduku (COSM), Chris Hanna (WCHP), Cathy MacGowan (COSM), Jessica
Garner (LIB), Jim LoBue (COSM), Omid Ardakani (PCOB), Ed Mondor (COSM), Haresh
Rochani (JPHCOPH), Solomon K. Smith (CAH), Mike Nielson (CBSS), Nedra Cossa (COE),
Fayth Parks (COE), Barbara Ross (COSM), Rob Yarbrough (COSM), Susan Hendrix (WCHP),
Rami Haddad (PCEC), Paula Tillman (WCHP), Kathryn Haughney (COE), Nancy Remler
(COE), Kwabena Boakye (PCOB), Delores Liston (COE), Pam Mahan (WCHP), Clint Martin
(PCEC), Amy Potter (COSM), Josh Kennedy (CBSS), Raymona Lawrence (JPHCOPH), Beth
Burnett (LIB), Bill Mase (JPHCOPH), Nathaniel Shank (COSM), Nick Mangee (PCOB), Ionut
Emil Iacob (COSM), Grant Gearhart (CAH), Amanda Konkle (CAH), Estelle Bester (WCHP),
Felix Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Yi Hu (COSM)
Alternates in Attendance: Solomon Smith (CAH), Shelli Casler-Failing (COE), Maliece
Whatley (PCOB), Clare Nelson (CAH)
Senators not in Attendance: Camille Rogers (PCOB), Christine Bedore (COSM), Elizabeth
“Betsy” Barrow (COE), William Amponsah (PCOB), Melissa Gayan (CAH), Worlanyo Eric Gato

Participating Administrators: Kyle Marrero (President), Carl Reiber (Provost), Amy Ballagh
(AVP Enrollment Management), Cynthia Groover (Asst. Provost), Diana Cone (Vice Provost),
Maura Copeland (AVP Legal Affairs), Vickie Shaw (Human Resources
Attendees: Amanda Konkle, Amee Adkins, Dustin Anderson, Amy Smith, Ashley Walker
Colquitt, Ashtyn Hutchins, Brett Kohler, Brad Sturz, Christopher Curtis, Cynthia Massey, Donna
Brooks, DeAnn Lewis, Debie Walker, Delana Bell Gatch, Elizabeth Rasnick, Janet Dale,
Jennifer Syno, Joanna Chopak-Foss, Karelle Aiken, Kip Sorgen, Matthew Pulliam, Melisaa
Joiner, Michelle Haberland, Miguel Garcia, Mohammad Davoud, Nancy McCarley, Nikki
DiGregorio, Patrick Nototny, Ryan Schroeder, Sherri Cannon, Steven Engel, Stuart Tedders,
Suzanne Carpenter, Tina Adams, Paul Reaves

I.
CALL TO ORDER
Cary Christian called the meeting to order at 4 p.m.
II. APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Cary Christian indicated that Diana Botnaru had said that she was going to be late to the
meeting. She asked to move her discussion item to the end of the discussion section. Cary
Christian asked for a motion to approve the agenda with the change indicated. Chris Kadlec
(PCEC) made the motion with Rami Haddad (PCEC) seconded the motion. The motion passed
unanimously.
III. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES / October 27, 2021 (Kowalewski, Senate Secretary)
Cary Christian asked for approval of the minutes of the October 27, 2021 faculty senate meeting
minutes. Rami Haddad (PCEC) indicated his name was misspelled in the minutes. Cary
Christian indicated the minutes would be corrected. The minutes stood approved as amended.
IV. LIBRARIAN’S REPORT / November 3, 2021 (Terry, FS Librarian)
Cary Christian indicated that the Librarian’s Report contains the meeting minutes for each
committee and that we will no longer have individual committee reports during the Faculty
Senate meetings. The minutes for each committee will be approved through approval of the
Librarian’s Report. The reports represent a motion and a second. There was no discussion and
Librarian’s Report was approved.
V.

FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT

VI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
A. NONE

VII. NEW BUSINESS
A.

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
•
Employee perks on each campus (Konkle)
The RFI questioned why there were no perks being given out on the Statesboro
campus. Amanda Konkle (CAH) in an RFI that perks had been offered to
Georgia Southern University faculty via the HR website. However, the pages are
no longer available. HR has been contacted regarding the issue; however, there
is no timeline as to when this might be fixed. Cary Christian indicated that perks

are still available through the University System of Georgia website. Georgia
Southern University is creating one site for all three campuses to get information
on perks offered at the university.
•
Academic contract inconsistency? (Shank)
Nathaniel Shank (COSM) asked why the faculty contract for the 2021 year does
not match the document on the University System of Georgia website. Cary
Christian noted that the Provost had responded that the new contracts are now
produced by the University System of Georgia so any consistencies are solely
on the USG side. Cary Christian noted that there had been some additional
discussion between Nathaniel, academic affairs and legal affairs on the contract
questions and that if additional information does become available, the SEC will
alert faculty senate and Dr. Shank regarding this issue.

VIII. DISCUSSION ITEMS
A.

Proposed Student Rating of Instruction (SRI) from the Senate Ad Hoc
Committee (Hendrix)
Susan Hendrix (WCHP) indicated she was chosen to chair an ad hoc committee to
create an SRI that could be used for any class at Georgia Southern. She indicated that
she wanted the senate to approve the new SRI. Mike Nielson (CBSS) indicated that
his colleagues has a list of concerns. There are questions that are confusing. For
examples, one question asks about quizzes but not exams. Other questions appear
misleading. So, he indicated he was reluctant to support the new document. Susan
Hendrix (WCHP) asked Mike Nielson (CBSS) to send specifics regarding his concern.
June Joyner (CAH) indicated that she wanted the open-ended questions might include
the positives that professors do. Finbarr Curtis (CAH) indicated he understood what
they were attempting to do, but the questions was using language that students might
not understand. For example, using the term student learning outcome. Some of
things that are missing is asking more positive questions about the content of the
courses. Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS) indicated that her faculty was concerned. For
example, question 1, asking what a task is. What is a task? In the questions regarding
the positive learning environment, the questions were double-barreled. Students might
not consider the course in a positive light. She will forward the information regarding
the concerns. Kendra R. Parker (CAH) agreed with what others said. The question
was never asked what aspects of the course contributed to learning would be openended enough to help with some of the concern. Also, asking how the course can be
improved. Mark Hanna (PCOB) indicated that for him, he often learns most by the
open-ended questions. The open-ended questions helped him understand the positive
and negatives of his courses. These are used in the annual evaluation of teaching. He
questioned Q4, which focuses on Diversity in the course. Many courses do not have
diversity as a component in the course. Susan Hendrix (WCHP) indicated that the
committee wanted to address diversity in some way. The committee wanted less
open-ended responses because many students use this as a way to comment on
professors personally, rather than professionally. Annie Mendenhall (CAH) indicated
that she appreciates the work of the committee. She wondered how the survey would
be rolled out and whether we might have a pilot roll out. We might have a negative
aspect to this. Susan Hendrix (WCHP) indicated that a pilot would be appropriate.
However, the committee is not tasked with thinking about how to use the survey.

B.

Selection of the GS institutional nominee for the Regent's Teaching

Excellence Awards for Online Teaching (Botnaru)
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) indicated that they would like guidelines and criterial for
evaluations for the Faculty Development Committee to select nominees for awards for
online teaching. We have a way to nominate other awards, but not our online teaching
award. We are asking senate if Faculty Development Committee is the right avenue
for these online teaching nominations. Nancy Remler (COE) wondered how are those
awards recipient nominate to the regency awards? Diana Botnaru (WCHP) indicates
that currently, we do not have the online teaching excellence award. She indicated that
the awards that receive the highest score will be nominated for the Regents Award.
However, we do not have the online teaching award. Patricia Holt indicated as the cochair of the University Awards of Excellence Committee. Currently, they are tied to the
strategic plan. We have two awards for each pillar and value. The reason we have two
is that we have one award for faculty and one award for staff. Will be working with the
Faculty Development Committee on this. Annie Mendenhall (CAH) indicated that the
committee want to simplify condensing not meeting expectation and minimally meets
expectation. Diana Botnaru (WCHP) indicated that we use the same for other awards
and this was for consistency issues with other awards. Mike Nielson (CBSS) said we
might consider revising this for all the awards. Patricia Holt indicated that the rubric
were written by other faculty senate committees. Different groups create the rubrics.
Diana Botnaru (WCHP) indicated that the committee felt it would be the appropriate
committees for this award.
C. Lecturer Salary Inequity Concerns (Konkle)
Amanda Konkle (CAH) submitted this discussion item which arose in the Faculty
Welfare Committee. We are wondering how the data was calculated. And how the
data will be addressed. Cary Christian indicated the item should be rolled together with
William Dawers (CAH) discussion item. The two discussion items were rolled in
together for discussion.
D.

Discussion of most recent salary study, upcoming salary study, and
priorities for future adjustments (Dawers)
William Dawers (CAH) indicated that many people are interested in discussing the
salary study. Segal Consulting has asked for a focus group to discuss the study. He
wondered if we could have a member from each college. Cary Christian indicated we
had people from each college in the focus group. William Dawers (CAH) said he has
concerns with the study. He heard concern from colleagues about fear of inversion.
Faculty worry about the concerns with the study and how can we let administration
know the concern. He worried about the racial and gender issues with the study, but
he has not heard of any. However, the biggest concern relates to inversion. In a
previous study, the study identified hundreds of cases of inversions. We might allow
more control with salaries to the deans and chairs. Cary Christian indicated the focus
group will look at the peer group list. Nick Mangee (PCOB) worried about the
accreditation of the schools in the peer group. The focus group needs to ask to what
degree of accreditation aligning in the peer group. Rob Yarbrough (COSM) wondered
if Provost Carl Reiber would discuss how we have an option that chairs can address
inversion with merit-based pays. He indicated that President Kyle Marrero could do
this. Carl Reiber (Provost) indicated that the issue is that we do not get merit every
year. He indicated that the information should come from the president. Finbarr Curtis
(CAH) indicated that how could merit be used when someone published a book three
years ago, when there was no merit raise. Merit raise might consider all of the
evaluations since the last merit raise. Provost Carl Reiber indicated that the process to

give out merit raises should be written in the colleges. The college where he came
from prior to Georgia Southern, the college would add up several years of merit. Diana
Cone indicated that at one time, the deans would look over several year period.

IX. Motions
None

X.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Dr. Kyle Marrero, President)

President Kyle Marrero indicated he came to the meeting late because he had attended the
opening of the That Great Gretsch Sound! Museum in the Plant Riverside Savannah
Entertainment district. He indicated that he submitted the budget narrative for Georgia Southern.
We will not know the allocations for Georgia Southern until March when the state passes its final
budget. However, this put a placeholder on the new formula funding for our proposed growth of
$3 million. The university is asking for 21 new positions, with 10 of those being faculty. The
budget is asking for 14 positions in academic affairs. The faculty positions include nursing and
education, as well as political science and international studies. The funding also would cover
another attorney in Legal Affairs. During the major budget cuts, we lost positions in academic
affairs. The money would replace those that we lost then. The university would have about
$1.96 million for salaries of the new positions. The money also would cover new camera
equipment ($60,000) and the counseling center ($11,000). Of the budget, the university has
included $1 million for salary equity based on the Segal study. We do not know if we will get the
entire $3.21 million that we are requesting from the state funding. The governor has proposed a
pay raise of 2 percent; however, the state will only cover 75 percent of this with Georgia
Southern will have to come up with 25 percent of the pay raise. We will not know if this will pass
the legislative body of Georgia until the budget is passed. Because of Covid, many students did
not have to take the ACT or SAT. This has helped Georgia Southern enrollment to increase in
the past few years. We have seen record number of new students on campus. This year, the
census of the entire system was released. We are only one of five institutions that grew. We
grew .53 percent in the past year. We cannot assume we are going to grow next year. However,
the state is now requiring the tests again for acceptance in all state schools. Our numbers may
decrease because of the test requirements. However, the early registration numbers are very
positive right now. We are up 5 percent of applicants for spring, however, 35 percent of those
are not complete because they do not have ACT/SAT scores. Graduation rates have increased,
with record 4-year graduation rate increased to 34 percent. That is the best it has been ever.
The 6-year graduation rate increased to 55 percent, with rounding. Again, this is a record for the
institution. What is not good news is freshman to sophomore retention has decreased to 72
percent, down 7 percent from the year before. The entire system has decreased, though.
Finally, travel internationally has been hindered because of Covid. We are moving forward with
beginning the study abroad program in Wexford, Ireland. We are looking at housing now. Would
like to begin program this summer. Our Inclusive Excellence action plan is being worked on,
including training.

XI. PROVOST’S REPORT (Dr. Carl Reiber, Provost, VPAA)
Provost Carl Reiber indicated that the university had a good focus group to work with Segal
regarding the salary study. He planned to have 20 individuals to serve on the focus group. He
had 12 to 15 individuals. He planned on rounding out the focus group by talking with individuals
who had expressed an interest in serving. He also planned on asking several chairs to serve on
the focus group. Two colleges have grown in student credit hours. Others, though, have shrank

a bit, but in general, we have a good base to push out funding. We also had $200,000 back into
the operations funds. When we took a 10.8 percent budget cuts years ago. The money is yearend money that we can push back to everyone. It is good that we haven’t discussed Covid. The
Covid numbers are down, with only 1 to 2 faculty per week in quarantine. We are in a better
place with Covid. We will monitor the situation over the holidays. Look at the enrollment
numbers, we are looking at how a number of programs are ensuring we have core courses
available to students. We are working with deans to provide these core courses next semester.
Although enrollment numbers might decrease because of the inclusion of the ACT/SAT
standard, we are looking at growth within our graduate programs to offset the possible decrease
in undergraduate numbers. We also might see growth in adult education. We have seen a long
list of grant proposals that our faculty have been working on. In the past six weeks, we have
seen $6.5 million worth of grant proposals submitted by our faculty.
Marieke Van Willigen (CBSS) asked why the student evaluations were sent out later than they
have in the past. The SRIs are normally sent out prior to final week. However, the year, student
may complete the evaluation through the final day of finals. This is a concerning change from
semesters past, as students might know their final grade prior to evaluating the professor and
the course. This might help some professors; however, this might hurt professors. Faculty
should have been in the discussion if the university changed when SRIs are being
administrated. Instead, this was decided based on computer technology, it appeared. Dustin
Anderson (Provost office) indicated that banner indicated the final day of final exams as the last
week of semester, so the SRIs were sent with those dates. He said he did not think the provost
office did this purposeless. Diana Cone with the Provost Office indicated that this might have
been because Thanksgiving followed later this year. Provos Carl Reiber indicated his office
would look into the change to determine how we move forward for SRIs next semester. Wendy
Wolfe (CBSS) agreed with Marieke Van Willigen’s concern. She indicated she worried having
the evaluations over Thanksgiving period, as students are less likely to fill out the evaluations
when home. This is a wasted evaluation time. Sending out the SRIs earlier. William Dawers
(CAH) indicated that his class only meet on Thursdays, so because of this, they did not meet
during the final week of courses. This could influence whether students fill out student
evaluations. Grant Gearhart (CAH) indicated that SRIs are not a good way to evaluate
professors’ teachings. We might want to begin to evaluate whether we want to use SRIs as a
tool to evaluate or whether we have other methods that are better. Dustin Anderson from the
Provost office indicated that University System of Georgia has requirements to allow for
evaluative space for students. He 100 percent agrees that this is the best way to evaluate
professors, but we have to allow students to evaluate professors. Diana Botnaru (WCHP)
indicated SRIs should not be the only method for professors to be evaluated.

XII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES
Cary Christian has been trying to get representation from all colleges on the Segal focus group.
He indicated he had 8 or 9 at this point. Provost Carl Rieber indicated that he wanted to get 20
people to sit on the committee.
XIII. ADJOURNMENT
Cary Christian adjourned the meeting at 5:43 p.m.
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Submitted respectfully by Robert Terry, Faculty Senate Librarian, in preparation for the
January 26th, 2022 meeting of the Georgia Southern Faculty Senate.

ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE (1/4 Meeting)
Meeting Minutes
January 4th, 2021
I. Call to order
David Calamas called to order the regular meeting of the Academic Standards
Committee at 1:00 PM on January 4th, 2022 at Zoom.
II. Roll call
Lisa Dusenberry conducted a roll call. The following persons were present: Felix
Hamza-Lup (PCEC), Kay Coates (Lib), Kelly Sullivan (JPH COPH), Diana Botnaru
(WCHP), Ann Fuller (Lib), Nathaniel Shank (COSM), Alex Reyes (COE), Nikki
DiGregorio (CBSS), Nancy Remler (COE), Zhan Chen (COSM), Estelle Bester
(WCHP), David Calamas (PCEC), Lisa Dusenberry (CAH), Dustin Anderson
(Provost), Wayne Smith (Registrar), Jenna Adams (ITS), Malerie Payne (ASC), Scott
Taylor (ASC).
III. Approval of minutes from last meeting
Lisa Dusenberry electronically distributed the minutes from the last meeting. The
minutes were approved as presented at the meeting of the Faculty Senate.
IV. Open issues
a)

David reiterated to the committee that the term-limit extension for members
of the committee was approved by the SEC in October. Diana clarified that
the term-limit extension was approved by majority vote of the senate.

b)

The SEC and Senate Elections Committee requested three volunteers to
extend their membership to avoid rolling off too many members. Diana
added that the senate bylaws state that the committee must maintain more
than 50% of its membership year over year. Lisa, Ann, and Nikki
volunteered. Lisa agreed to provide Rob Terry with the list of volunteers.

V. New business
a)

The appeals deadline is Tuesday, January 4th, at 11:59 PM (midnight).

b)

David provided an overview of the appeals process including: the
dashboard developed by Jenna, and EAB Navigate. Jenna stated that the
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contents of the dashboard can be modified to better suit the needs of the
committee if desired.
c)

Lisa divided voting members of the committee into groups to evaluate
approximately 167 appeals. Evaluation of the appeals commenced and
proceeded until the adjournment of the meeting.

VI. Adjournment
David Calamas adjourned the meeting at 3:00 PM.Minutes
submitted by: David Calamas
Minutes approved by: TBD
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ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE (1/5 Meeting)
Meeting Minutes
January 5th, 2022
I. Call to order
Lisa Dusenberry called to order the regular meeting of the Academic Standards
Committee at 1:00 PM on January 5th, 2022 at Zoom.
II. Roll call
Lisa Dusenberry conducted a roll call. The following persons were present: Felix Hamza-Lup
(PCEC), Kay Coates (Lib), Solomon Smith (CAH), Kelly Sullivan (JPH COPH), Diana
Botnaru (WCHP), Ann Fuller (Lib), Nathaniel Shank (COSM), Alex Reyes (COE), Nikki
DiGregorio (CBSS), Nancy Remler (COE), Estelle Bester (WCHP), David Calamas (PCEC),
Lisa Dusenberry (CAH), Dustin Anderson (Provost), Wayne Smith (Registrar), Jenna Adams
(ITS), Heather Shelly, Scott Taylor(ASC).
III. Approval of minutes from last meeting
Lisa Dusenberry read the minutes from the last meeting. The minutes were approved asread.
IV. Open issues
a)

Dustin asked if the committee members review student transcripts prior to reading
the narrative section of appeals. David responded yes and expandedthat at times, it’s
mathematically improbable for a student to achieve good standing (based on the
number of earned hours and quality points). Dustin asked if limited grade
forgiveness was accounted for. Jenna responded that yes, if a student has submitted
for grade forgiveness it would be accounted for in the appeals dashboard. Wayne
stated that there were five students who had submitted appeals that had not had their
grade forgiveness processed yet. Scott asked if the committee could consider the
impact of future grade forgiveness. Further discussion resulted in a future meeting
to be scheduled with David, Lisa, Dustin, Jenna, and Scott.

V. New business
a)
Lisa divided voting members of the committee into groups to evaluate
approximately 22 additional appeals. Evaluation of the appeals commencedand
proceeded until the adjournment of the meeting.
VI. Adjournment
Lisa Dusenberry adjourned the meeting at 2:30 PM.Minutes
submitted by: David Calamas
Minutes approved by: TBD
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
October 19, 2021
11:00am to 1:00pm
Zoom
Present:
Faculty: Diana Botnaru (WCHP); Kristen Dickens (COE); Nikki DiGregorio (CBSS);
Lauren McMillan (University Libraries); Joanna Schreiber (CAH); Jian Zhang (JPHCOPH);
Hongjun Su (COE); Rob Terry (CAH).
Faculty Center Staff: Patricia Hendirx, Teresa Durham
Guests: None.
Absent: Deborah Walker (Faculty Center), Mariana Saenz (COB); Shijun Zheng
(COSM). A quorum was present for voting purposes.

1. CALL TO ORDER
A. Dr. Botnaru called the meeting to order at 11:04 am.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A. Dr. Zhang made a motion to approve the agenda as written.
B. Dr. Schreiber made a second and the motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III. CHAIR’S UPDATE
A. No update.

IV . OLD BUSINESS
B. GS Teaching and Academic Excellence awards found at
https://www.georgiasouthern.edu/gsawards/
● Guidelines: Application_Academic Excellence and Application Excellence in
Teaching awards
● Rubric: Rubric
● Due date for submissions: annually, fall semester (tentative 12/1/2021)
● Due date for decisions to be sent out: March 1, 2022 (tentative)
● FDC meeting for review: tentatively January or February meeting
● Nomination pathway for Felton Jenkins, Jr. Hall of Fame Faculty Awards
○ The FDC has historically been responsible for identifying the nominee forthe
Hall of Fame Faculty awards. This nominee is the highest scorer between the
GS Excellence in Teaching and Academic Excellence awardwinners.
4

○ 2021 nominee: Heidi Eisenreich, COSM.
C. Regents’ Teaching Excellence Awards for Online Teaching
● The FDC is creating a procedure for this award, will review proposals and willbe
responsible to choose the GS institutional nominee.
○ The committee will create the process 2021-2022 and nominate the firstperson
in the fall 2022.
●
Guidelines: Application Guidelines
● Rubric: Award rubric
● Due date for submissions: annually; not established
● Due date for decisions: not established
● FDC meeting for review: not established (tentatively March meeting)
● Dr. Terry motioned to have the guidelines/rubric/process reviewed in the Faculty
Senate. Lauren McMillan seconded the motion. Eight voted in favor.None opposed.
The motion passed unanimously.
D. Outstanding SoTL Scholar
● Nomination pathway for the Regents’ Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Awards - The Faculty Center, in conjunction with the SoTL Leadership Team, hosts
a call for a SoTL Scholar that is chosen each spring.The winner of the GS
Outstanding SoTL Scholar has historically become thenominee for this Regents'
Award. 2021 nominee is Nikki DiGregorio, CBSS.

V. NEW BUSINESS
E. Dr. Botnaru shared questions received from a Faculty Development Grant faculty
applicant wanting information on how to improve proposals for future grant funding.
Discussion on if/how information could be shared with applicants on howto improve
their proposals and what feedback may be shared. Committee decided to include
rationale in the minutes and in letters to applicants whose proposals did not receive
funding in the future.
a. Dr. Dickens will make notes in the Spring minutes to add in rationale for unfunded
proposals and clarification that the money can only be used forwhat was requested
in the proposal.
VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS
a)
No other announcements.
VII. ADJOURNMENT
a)
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned on October 19, 2021 at
12:07 pm. A motion to adjourn was made by Dr. Terry and Dr. DiGregorioseconded
the motion. All voted in favor to adjourn.
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Minutes were approved by an
electronic vote of Committee
Members on 10-21-2021
Vote Record Note: Motion to
approve by Robert Terry
Seconded by Nikki DeGregorio
All voting in favor: unanimous

Respectfully
submitted,Date:
10/21/2021
Diana Botnaru, MD, FDC Committee
ChairKristen Dickens, PhD, Scribe
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FACULTY RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
November 18, 2021 - 12:00 – 2:00 PM
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Workspace
Attendance:
Reviewer
number

Name

Delegate

Term
expiratio
n

R1

College of Education (COE)

5 - 2022

R2
R3

Antonio Gutierrez de
Blume – Elected Chair
Caroline Hopkinson
Marcel Maghiar

Attendan
ce
Present
Present

5.2022
5 - 2022

Present
Present

R4
R5

Mary Villeponteaux
Jeff Klibert

5 - 2022
5 - 2022

Present
Present

R6

Brett Curry

University Libraries
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and
Computing
College of Arts and Humanities
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
(CBSS)
Senate Representative

5.2022

Absent

Senate Representative (Serving as
alternate for fall semester)
College of Science and Mathematics
(COSM)
Parker College of Business (COB)

5.2022

Present

5.2022

Present

Absent

5.2023

Absent

Tony
Barilla Alternat
e

Waters College of Health Professions
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
(JPHCOPH)
Provost Delegate

5.2023
5.2022

Absent
Absent

Ex Off.

Present

Joshua Kennedy
R7

John Carroll

R8

John Barkoulas

R9
R10

Mary (Estelle) Bester
Asli Aslan
Ele Haynes

Absent

Absent
due to
teachin
g
conflict

1) CALL TO ORDER - Meeting was called to order at 12:00 PM by Chair, Dr. Antonio Gutierrez
de Blume.
2) APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF 10/15/21 – Minutes were approved by the committee via
email and sent to the Senate Librarian on 12/1/21.
3) CHAIR’S UPDATE - Dr. Antonio Gutierrez de Blume
a) The Chair University Excellence Awards deadlines have been updated. The new nomination
deadline will be December 3rd, 2021. Neither the application deadline or the award decision
have not been changed to date but we will keep you informed as we learn more information.
b) The chair would like to thank the subcommittees who worked on the special projects
i) Mary Villeponteax for her work on the excellence award rubric update.
ii) John Carroll and Estelle Bester for their work on the publication fund data collection.
4) OLD BUSINESS
a) Excellence Award Rubric Subcommittee
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i) Discussion: the subcommittee recommended changes to the
(1) . The 2 awards will be separated
(2) The committee discussed the value of modifying or eliminating the relationship of
research efforts to workload responsibilities from the rubrics. Since the University is
discussing differential hiring this takes on a different aspect. Will these awards only
become available to faculty who are on a full research hire? There may be value in
leaving this component in the rubric to allow for fair distribution.
(3) There is minimal change to the Research award rubric. The majority of change is in
the Discovery and Innovation rubric.
(a) There is concern that the Discovery and Innovation award may not be perceived
as valuable or be recognized as appropriate for researcher nominations.
(b) The updated rubric separates Discovery and Innovation from the Research award
by removing the limitation of research from the innovative or novel work.
ii) Motion: The committee approves the revisions to the rubric.
(1) Motion: Mary Villeponteaux Second: Jeff Klibert
(2) The Chair will communicate the updates to the University Awards Committee to
implement the update.
b) Excellence Award Review Process
i) Presentation – Shelley Salter presented a new SmartSheet workflow. The presentation
included how to sign up for an account, use it though the GS Single Sign-on and how to
enter reviews into the system.
ii) Copies of the presentation are uploaded into the committee workspace.
iii) The current application deadline is Dec 15, 2021. Deadline for the review competition is
January 19, 2022 in preparation for the January 21, 2022 meeting.
iv) To date there are 8 nominations submitted for the Research Award and none for the
Discovery and Innovation Award.
v) The committee will review all applications to eliminate the need for additional rounds of
review unless a significant number of applications arrive during the nomination
extension period.

5) NEW BUSINESS
a) Internal Funding Announcement
i) The internal funding announcement has been posted to the University listserv. You will
receive a copy in your email suitable for distribution within your college at the end of
this meeting.
ii) Applications will be assigned for review by random assignment (application guidelines
require study to be written for reviewers out of discipline.) 3 reviewers will review each
application in the first round. If small number of applications - all will review all
applications for a single round of funding
8

iii) Applications are due on January 24, 2022 to the application portal. The link is in the
advertisement email for forwarding and posted on the internal funding website.
iv) The first Internal Funding meeting is scheduled for February 19, 2022

6) ANNOUNCEMENTS and OTHER BUSINESS
i) There being no objections or business pending, the December 17 meeting will be
canceled. The next meeting will be January 21, 2022. Happy holidays!
ii) Future action items:
(1) December 15, 2021 - begin reviews
(2) January 19, 2022 - reviews due
(3) January 21, 2022 - Excellence Award meeting.

7) ADJOURNMENT-Committee adjourned at <12:54 pm> <Minutes will be sent to committee
for approval via email and submitted for the Faculty Senate Librarians Report. Minutes
approved by the committee via email and uploaded to the Senate Librarians Report on 12/1/21>
*<<Faculty Research Committee>> meetings are not recorded.>>
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FACULTY SENATE WELFARE COMMITTEE
Meeting Agenda
11/10/2021
2021-2022 FWC
1:00-3:00 pm
Location:
https://georgiasouthern.zoom.us/j/81526882910?pwd=ZFgyMU11cjZUNHcyTWZ5WjdYcnZMQT09
FWC Members Present:
Amy Potter
Leticia McGrath
Tamerah Hunt
Betsy Barrow
Amanda Konkle
Lili Li
Marieke Van Willigen
Samuel Opoku
Mark Hanna
Ria Ramoutar
Lei Chen
I.

Call to Order
Amanda called the meeting to order: 1:00 p.m.

II.

Approval of Agenda
Mark motioned, Tamerah seconded. No discussion- motion passed

III.

Faculty Welfare New Business
A.
1. Lili Li inquired about when the new BOR tenure policy will start to be implemented.
Marieke reported that our Provost/President along with several other universities
have asked that they be given time to incorporate the new policies and procedures.
They have requested that the policy goes into effect next year. Diana said they
haven’t heard that the BOR has honored this request. They are working to have
something put in place for next fall.
2. Leti asked about the next FWC meeting date scheduled on December 8 during final
exam week. The general consensus amongst the committee was to hold the date
but that we don’t need to meet unless we have anything important to vote on.

IV.

Faculty Welfare Unfinished Business
A. Lecturer Salary Inequity Concerns (Subcommittee Report: Ria Ramoutar, convener)
1. Marieke reported that a letter went to the SEC and they have put it on the Faculty
Senate agenda for the next meeting.
2. Amanda also updated the committee that she had submitted an RFI asking about
the perks disparity between Statesboro and Savannah.
B. Annual Faculty Evaluation Form Revision (Subcommittee Report: Mark Hanna,
convener)
1. Mark reported that the subcommittee had met and reviewed the information that had
been collected by the previous year’s committee. Based on that survey data, the
subcommittee revised and simplified the form. Mark reported that they felt two
issues might be arising: 1) Referring to this as a faculty evaluation form. Faculty
evaluations are what Chairs do and the form we are working on is something faculty
do. The committee changed the name of the form from Faculty Evaluation to Faculty
Annual Report. Eliminating that confusion and language will be helpful. 2) How the
form is disseminated. Faculty generally receive the form from their Chairs right
before winter break. There should be a process annually that the Provost tells the
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Chairs this is the form the faculty should use. Early in the fall the faculty should
receive the form. The subcommittee also reported that they added more examples
for each category to help faculty in diverse disciplines accurately report their
accomplishments. The subcommittee also added a section on professional
development as this is in the faculty handbook as something that should be
evaluated. Betsy asked if the form included student success. Mark responded that it
did not. He added that maybe this form can serve as a stepping stone for the ad
hoc committee. Amanda asked for clarification on how to move this form forward for
the approval process. Diana recommended that the form be forwarded to the SEC.
2. Mark made a motion to send this form forward to the SEC and let them decide what
they want to do with it. Betsy seconded: 9 in favor, 0 opposed, 2 abstained. The
motion passes and will go on to the SEC.

C. Chair Evaluation (Subcommittee Report: Dawn Tysinger, convener)
1. Leti reported that the subcommittee had taken the wording from several other
institutions to find wording that would be appropriate for GSU. They are still working
on the document and will report back at the next meeting.
D. COVID-19 FWC Subcommittee (Subcommittee Report: Betsy Barrow, convener)
1. Mask mandate
a) Betsy reported that at the last meeting someone asked if we are late to the
game for writing this policy. UNC-Charlotte just passed this policy.
b) Betsy/subcommittee moved to approve a mask mandate and send it on to the
SEC, Tamerah seconded: 7 in favor, 3 opposed, 1 abstained. The motion
passed and will go on to the SEC.
2. Faculty evaluation policy
a) Betsy reported that they had cleaned up language and removed any reference
to the previous academic year. They sent the policy on to the SEC. Waters
College course evaluation was expanded to include Covid-19 impacts for one
more year.
E. Course Caps and Position Allocation (convener-less subcommittee)
1. Amy reported that the committee convened on November 3. The committee
reiterated a concern expressed in a previous FWC meeting in September that we
should not simply take on a department-specific issue. The subcommittee decided
that in order to move forward they would like to request data about the number of
lines (retirements, resignations etc.) that were being replaced across the university.
The committee would also like to know what hiring requests submitted annually by
Deans to the Provost Office are being funded. Diana recommended the
subcommittee either email the Provost directly or submit an RFI for this information.

V.

Faculty Welfare Concerns
A. Spreadsheet to Report Faculty Welfare Concerns: Please reach out to your colleagues in
each of your colleges to request that they submit concerns that we should address in
future meetings. Report them in the spreadsheet linked here, and include any
supplementary information as needed.
B. Ongoing Faculty Welfare Concerns
1. Parental Leave (Candice Bodkin)
2. Online Class Size Information
3. Health Insurance Premiums (Kaiser Permanente - expand to the rest of the state)
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4. Faculty Pay - 10 Months vs 12 Months (update in linked document)

VI.

Adjourn
Leti moved to adjourn the meeting, Marieke seconded. Meeting adjourned at 1:47 p.m.

Minutes respectfully submitted by Amy Potter
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GENERAL EDUCATION AND CORE CURRICULUM
MEETING MINUTES
Meeting Date – Friday, November 12, 2021
Meeting Summary: Delena Gatch provided an update from the Institutional Effectiveness RAC
regarding the Gen Ed Redesign as well as some additional guidelines for general education
assessment expectations gleaned from participation in Institutional Effectiveness reviewer
training with SACSCOC. Cheryl Aasheim shared a status update on applicable changes to
standing committee bylaws and other discussion items from the SEC. Jaime O’Connor shared a
status update on the peer-review of general education student learning outcome assessment
documents. The committee voted to approve 17 course proposals from the department of World
Languages and Cultures adding 1001, 1002, and 1060 level language courses to the second part of
Area C core course options for students.

I.

Present:

Cheryl Aasheim, Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and
Computing/Information Technology; Michelle Cawthorn, College of
Science and Mathematics/Biology; Finbarr Curtis, College of Arts and
Humanities/Philosophy and Religious Studies; Garrett Cutchin,
Student Government Association; Matthew Flynn, College of
Behavioral and Social Sciences/Political Science and International
Studies; Delena Gatch, Institutional Assessment and Accreditation;
Julia Griffin, College of Arts and Humanities/Literature; Kathryn
Haughney, College of Education/Elementary and Special Education;
Catherine Howerter, College of Education/Elementary and Special
Education; Jim LoBue, College of Science and
Mathematics/Chemistry and Biochemistry; Nick Mangee, Parker
College of Business/Finance; Eloise Pitt, College of Behavioral and
Social Sciences/Criminal Justice and Criminology; Russell Thackston,
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering/Information Technology

Guests:

Jaime O’Connor, Institutional Assessment and Accreditation;
Miguel Garcia, College of Arts and Humanities/World Languages
and Cultures; Marcela Ruiz Funes, College of Arts and
Humanities/World Languages and Cultures

Absent:

Bettye Apenteng, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health/Health
Policy and Community Health; Dustin Anderson, Office of the
Provost; Amy Ballagh, Enrollment Management; Nikki Canon-Rech,
University Libraries; Justine Coleman, Waters College of Health
Professions/Health Sciences and Kinesiology; Kari Mau, Don and
Cindy Waters College of Health Professions/School of Nursing; Rick
McGrath, Parker College of Business/Economics; Samuel Opoku,
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health/Health Policy and
Community Health;

CALL TO ORDER
Cheryl Aasheim called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m.
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II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Michelle Cawthorn motioned to approve the agenda; seconded by Russell Thackston
and passedunanimously.

III.

IAA UPDATE
A. Gen Ed
•

Redesign Update

Delena Gatch reported that in her recent RAC group Tristan Denley did confirm that the
GeneralEducation Redesign remains suspended with the potential for being revisited at
the beginning ofthe next calendar year.

Reviewer Training – Expectations for Standard 8.2.b Student
Outcomes: General Education
B. SACSCOC

IV.

•

Delena Gatch participated in the SACSCOC Institutional Effectiveness reviewer training,
focusingon section 7 and 8 of the SACSCOC standards. Section 8 focuses on student
achievement of student outcomes. As a committee, the GECC is aware of standard 8.2.b
Student Outcomes: General Education through the review of assessment documents from
core courses. During the training, participants raised questions about course-based general
education assessment and expectations for rolling assessment results up to the core area
level. Trainers confirmed that there is an expectation for institutions to roll results up to the
core area level for an institutional perspective on general education assessment. Prior to
consolidation, Georgia Southern did have more core area level assessment in place. Jaime
O’Connor has discussed this with the compliancecertification team for 8.2.b, and we will
need to develop some strategies for summarizing assessment processes and results at the
core area level.

•

Michelle Cawthorn asked if the committee would look at the reports with assistance from
IAA to generate an overview of assessment at the core area level. Delena responded that
that is a reasonable approach, similar to the way that Comprehensive Academic Program
Review has beenconducted for General Education in the past. Delena also mentioned that
developing a general education mission and vision would contribute to the cohesiveness of
the core as a whole and proposed having faculty from core areas meet across disciplines to
have conversations within core areas, following a prior model of general education
retreats. Prior to the proposal for the General Education Redesign, IAA was developing
plans for some Faculty Learning Communities for each ofthe core areas to generate these
types of discussions, but that was put on pause for the redevelopment of the core.

CHAIR’S UPDATE
A.

Updates to bylaws relating to standing committees/GECC
•

B.

Monitoring updates to GECC memberships and duties in senate bylaws
•

C.

Cheryl Aasheim mentioned prior to consolidation, any SEC appointed members to a
standing committee would serve their full term regardless of the ending of their senate
term. However, that bylaw was changed at consolidation so that standing committee
service would be terminated at theend of the senate term. Cheryl advocated for a return to
the prior policy since the new policy has not been conducive to continuity on standing
committees such as the GECC where considerable training is needed for effective service
including curriculum and assessment review. Faculty Senatehas just revised the bylaws to
allow those on standing committees to fulfill their term beyond the conclusion of their
senate term.
Cheryl Aasheim reported that she is continuing to follow up on the changes the GECC
made totheir membership and bylaws that were never updated by the Faculty Senate.

Discussion about following Robert’s Rules
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•

V.

OLD BUSINESS
A.

Peer-review status update
•

VI.

Cheryl Aasheim also mentioned that there is some discussion about how detailed
reports from standing committees need to be in Faculty Senate meeting. There is
insufficient guidance for standing committee chairs, so the reporting in Faculty Senate
is inconsistent especially when committee chairs change. The SEC is considering more
standardized reporting across standingcommittees, possibly based on a short written
summary of business to be provided with an opportunity for senators to dig deeper as
needed.

Jaime O’Connor provided an update on the peer-review of general education student
learning outcome assessment documents. To date, 22 documents have been fully reviewed
and committee members have reconciled scores and comments. Only 7 courses have had
no reviews. All committee members except one have at least started on their assigned
documents. Jaime encouraged committee members to continue making progress on these
reviews and coordinate with partners to complete reconciliations as the end of the semester
approaches. IAA is available toassist with questions or technical issues and appreciates the
time and attention of the committee during this busy time of the semester.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

World Languages and Cultures course proposals for addition to Core Area C
•

•

•

Jaime O’Connor introduced two guests from the World Languages and Cultures
department, Marcela Ruiz Funes, department chair, and Miguel Garcia, professor, who
attended to answer anyquestions from the committee regarding the proposal. Jaime
provided some context regarding theproposals based on an analysis that IAA is
conducting regarding core curriculum offerings by all institutions in the University
System of Georgia. Sixteen out of the 26 institutions in the system do include
introductory language courses as part of their core curriculum, in either Area B or Area
C. Fourteen institutions include the courses in Area C; four include them in Area B; and
two include them in both Area B and C. The World Languages and Cultures department
is proposing adding all1001, 1002, and 1060 language courses to Area C of the core
curriculum, which is in line with the majority of institutions in the system that do include
introductory language courses in their core curriculum.
Jaime O’Connor also highlighted applicable policies from the USG BOR and SACSCOC
for the committee’s consideration. USG BOR policy 2.4.5 Rules Regarding Inclusion in
Areas A-F concerns the transfer of credits for a first course in foreign language, and states
that institutions that do not include the introductory foreign language courses in their core
curriculum can determinewhether or not they want to accept that credit toward core
requirements. It provides no further guidance regarding whether or not these courses
should be included in the core or in which area ofthe core they should be included.
SACSCOC interpretation of standard 9.3 does specify that an introductory foreign
language course cannot satisfy the requirement for arts and humanities. SACSCOC does
require all students to take one course in arts and humanities, and an introductorylevel
foreign language course cannot meet this requirement. However, because our Area C
requirements are divided into two sections, assuming that the world languages and
cultures courses would be included in only one section, students would be required to take
a course from another discipline which would satisfy the SACSCOC requirement. Jaime
shared the current listingof Area C courses, from which students must select one of five
courses from the first list and one ofsix courses from the second list.
Jaime O’Connor highlighted some points from the justification on the course proposal that
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•

•

•

•

•

•

the courses were part of the core curriculum on the Statesboro campus prior to
consolidation, but they were not part of the core curriculum for Armstrong State
University. During consolidation, they were removed from the core curriculum, and the
department is now wanting to add them back to the core.
Marcela Ruiz Funes introduced her colleague Miguel Garcia and thanked the committee
for considering the proposals. She stated that language teaching has progressed over the
past thirty years and is no longer just a focus on learning verbs and nouns, but is now
focused on communicative proficiency including cultural awareness and intercultural
competence, which is whythe department feels these courses belong in Area C.
Finbarr Curtis asked which portion of Area C the courses would fall in, considering the
first part of the list seemed to focus on text-based courses like literature and philosophy
and the second part ofthe list seemed to focus on the arts and an argument was made that
public speaking had a performative element that could justify placing it in the second half
of the list. Marcela Ruiz Funes responded that it would be a better fit for the second half
of the list because as the students learn the language they are exposed to the culture
through artistic expressions such as music, poetry, and painting. The curriculum takes a
thematic approach, in which students learn not just to read and speak about a topic, but
also examine cultural and artistic representations of topics and concepts. They do use
readings, that would be a fit for the first half of Area C, but considering the breadth of the
cultural exposure, the second half of Area C would be a better fit.
Cheryl Aasheim asked Michelle Cawthorn if she had any insights about the decisions
made duringconsolidation due to her involvement at the time. Michelle responded that the
Operational WorkingGroup during consolidation did not see the language courses as a
good fit for either half of Area C and there was also some discussion of whether or not
student should have the 1000-level language requirement met in high school. Delena
Gatch referred back to the policy Jaime O’Connor shared and mentioned that students
may have only had one semester of foreign language in high school and that they might
start with a different foreign language in college. Marcela mentioned that students may
have studied some language in high school but that they arenot always adequately
prepared for the level of communicative proficiency and cultural awareness expected at
the college level, so they may not be able to jump into the second course and may need to
repeat 1001. The USG allows those courses to be placed in the core, and as Jaime shared,
other institutions are doing that to better serve the students and give them more choices to
be able to take those courses towards their core requirements.
Delena Gatch mentioned that Operational Working Group during consolidation did have
extensive discussion about whether the courses belonged in Area B Global Engagement or
Area C Humanities, Fine Arts, and Ethics. Marcela Ruiz Funes mentioned that she was not
the chair at thattime, and the person who was chair was not included in the conversations
about whether or not to include these courses in the core.
Finbarr Curtis raised a question about the value of a student taking a single language
course asopposed to a one-semester appreciation course on another topic. Ideally, a
student would take more than one course, but if a student stops with only a single
course, is that as beneficial as taking something else from Area C? Marcela Ruiz
Funes responded that she did not see that as a concern; one semester of a language is
better than nothing. It will give them an exposure to world cultures and world
languages, and it may inspire them to study more languages or to study abroad.One
course is not enough in anything; one course is just an entry exposure and students will
decide what to pursue from there.
Matthew Flynn asked what becomes of the language courses in Area B, whether they
remain in that area, or whether they are moved to Area C as well. Marcela Ruiz Funes
specified that the AreaB language courses are at the 2000-level. Michelle Cawthorn stated
that this would mean there would be foreign language courses in two areas, which is
allowed, but is something that should be considered. Michelle asked if the department has
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•

•

considered moving the courses to Area C. Jaime O’Connor added that IAA is also
including the 2000-level courses in their analysis of core curriculum across the USG, and
it is not uncommon for institutions to situate these courses in two different areas of the
core. IAA does not have exact numbers on the 2000-level courses yet, but it is not an
uncommon practice to span two areas with the different levels of language courses.
Michelle asked if the 2000-level courses are a better fit for Area B than for Area C.
Marcela responded that the courses could fit in either area, but the more advanced content
of the 2000- level courses does delve more deeply into global perspectives, while the
1000-level courses are more focused on an introduction to understanding cultural
expression, which is more aligned with Area C.
Finbarr Curtis asked a practical question about placement of the course in Area C in terms
of enrollment in other courses in the second half of Area C. Previously, we removed a
number of courses from Area C and there were concerns that students would have
difficulty getting into courses in Area C. Finbarr asked if adding these courses to the
second half of Area C would help to potentially alleviate any issues with students needing
to fulfill this core requirement. Marcela Ruiz Funes replied that this would give students
more options, which would make sense. Jaime O’Connor responded that she could not
speak to enrollment numbers in all of the courses in that portion of Area C, but that from
working with the assessment of courses in the Art Department, sheknew that some of
those courses are being offered only online and enrollment caps have been increased to
500 students per section. Finbarr and Cheryl Aasheim agreed that any alleviation for
enrollment in other courses would be a positive. Cheryl added that there is always value
to providing students with avenues for exposure to other cultures.
Finbarr Curtis added a concern that the GECC’s decision to place these courses in the
second halfof Area C requirements be communicated to Undergraduate Committee. Jaime
O’Connor responded that she would look into the appropriate mechanism for doing so.

MOTION: Russell Thackston motioned to approve the language course proposals
for addition to Area C of the core curriculum. Finbarr Curtis seconded the motion.
The committee voted unanimously (11 votes in favor) to approve the proposals.
VII.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A.

Survey of Assessment Culture from Sam Houston State University – closes November
17
•

B.

AGLS Live Chat – Gen Ed Mission Statements, Monday, November 15 12-1 p.m.
•

C.

Jaime O’Connor encouraged everyone on the committee who had not already done so to respond to
the survey from Sam Houston State University. Georgia Southern paid to have this survey
administered by a third party, and we are hoping for a strong response rate. The final reminder was
sent on Tuesday, November 9 and the survey closes on November 17th.

Jaime O’Connor shared that the Association of Liberal and General Studies is hosting a live chat
on Monday, November 15 from noon to 1 p.m. on the topic of General Education Mission
Statements. Georgia Southern has an institutional membership, so this is free and open to anyone
from the committee. This association has members from across the country as well as
internationally, and the chat is asking for discussion from those who do or do not have a mission
statement, including suggestions on how to develop one and what the potential benefits are. Jaime
shared the registration link with the committee.

Spring semester GECC meeting dates
•
•
•

Jaime O’Connor reminded the committee of the following spring semester meeting dates, and said
she would follow up with Zoom invitations within the next few days.
Friday, January 21
Friday, February 18
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•
•
D.

VIII.

Friday, March 25
Friday, April 22

Upcoming BOR Council on General Education Meeting dates
•

December 10, 2021 (Proposal submission date: November 5, 2021)

•

February 25, 2022 (Proposal submission date: January 21, 2022)

•

May 20, 2022 (Proposal submission date: April 15, 2022)

•

July 15, 2022 (Proposal submission date: June 10, 2022)

ADJOURNMENT
Finbarr Curtis motioned to adjourn. Russell Thackston seconded the motion. The
meeting was adjournedon November 12, 2021 at 1:42 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Jaime O’Connor, Recording Coordinator

Minutes were approved <<11/22/2021>> by
electronic vote of Committee Members
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GRADUATE COMMITTEE
MEETING MINUTES
Graduate Committee Meeting Date –
November 11, 2021
Present:

Dr. Felix Hamza-Lup, CEC; Dr. Caren Town, CAH; Dr. Laurie Gould, CBSS;
Dr. Jonathan Grubb,CBSS; Dr. Shelli Casler-Failing, COE; Dr. Ming Fang He,
COE; Dr. Christine Bedore, COSM; Dr. Bill Mase, JPHCOPH; Dr. Linda
Kimsey, JPHCOPH; Dr. Greg Rich, WCHP; Dr. Scott Harrison, [Alternate]
COSM

Guests:

Dr. Cindy Groover, VPAA; Dr. Delena Gatch, IAA; Dr. Ashley Walker, COGS;
Dr. Checo Colón- Gaud, COGS; Mrs. Audie Graham, COGS; Mrs. Naronda
Wright, COGS; Mrs. Wendy Sikora, COGS; Mr. Wayne Smith, Registrar’s
Office; Ms. Doris Mack, Registrar’s Office; Ms. Tiffany Hedrick, Registrar’s
Office; Ms. Tywanda Baker, Registrar’s Office; Ms. Janae Culmer, GSO
Representative; Dr. Deborah Thomas, COE; Dr. Stephen Rossi, WCHP; Dr. Brian
Koehler, COSM; Dr. David Williams, CEC; Dr. Nandi Marshall, JPHCOPH; Mr.
Norton Pease, CAH; Dr. Rand Ressler, Parker COB; Dr. Dina Walker-DeVose,
CBSS

Absent:

Dr. Xiaoming Yang, CEC; Dr. Jeff Riley, CAH; Dr. William Amponsah,
Parker COB; Dr. Timothy Cairney, Parker COB; Dr. Michele McGibony,
COSM; Mrs. Jessica Rigg, Univ. Libraries

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Dr. Shelli Casler-Failing called the meeting to order on Thursday, November 11, 2021 at
9:00 AM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
Dr. Casler-Failing said an amendment was made to the agenda to remove the INTS
5532G course revision, per the request of the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences’
Dean’s Office. The item will berolled back and included on the next agenda. Dr. Bill
Mase made a motion to approve the amended agenda. A second was made by Dr. Caren
Town and the motion to approve the amended agenda was passed.

III.

CHAIR’S UPDATE
Dr. Casler-Failing reminded everyone of what Dr. Delena Gatch and Dr. Cindy Groover
shared during thelast meeting regarding cross-listed 5000 Level G courses. She asked
the committee to share this information with their colleges. The course SLOs for
undergraduate and graduate level courses should bethe same. The only difference is in
the 5000G courses where you differentiate what the graduate students will be doing
above and beyond the students in the undergraduate course listing.

IV.

DEAN’S UPDATE
Dr. Ashley Walker shared the following updates:
•

Reminder that the Graduate Student Organization’s second cycle of grants is Monday, November
15th. Please encourage your students to submit proposals for travel/research funding. COGS will
send emails reminders to students.
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•

•

V.

The projected date of the final Fall 2021 COGS social hour webinar will be during the week
afterThanksgiving break. The group is still planning ideas based on graduate student feedback.
The topic will be related to study habits or end of the semester stresses (e.g., finals, deadlines,
etc.) and writing assignments. COGS will send emails to students as details are finalized.
Dr. Walker reminded everyone that Ms. Randi Sykora’s last day is Friday, November 12 th. Dr.
Walker said she will be truly missed and thanked her again for all of the service she has provided
Georgia Southern University. Sara Emily Ridgway-Jones, who is currently in Graduate
Admissions,will be moving into Ms. Sykora’s role starting Monday, November 15th. Mrs.
Ridgway-Jones has a background in financial aid, advising, and has worked in the Academic
Success Center. As a resultCOGS will be looking for a replacement for a Graduate Admissions
Specialist. That position is going through the approval process now and she hopes to have this
position on the Armstrong Campus in order to have an individual to represent graduate student
admissions. Dr. Walker thanked everyone for their support and said to contact COGS if they have
any questions.

NEW BUSINESS
A.

College of Education
Dr. Deborah Thomas presented the agenda items for the College of Education.

Department of Curriculum, Foundations, and Reading

Revised Course:
READ 8431: Literacy Leaders in Today's Schools
JUSTIFICATION:

Removing this prerequisite will facilitate our Ed.S. students' progress towards
graduation by offering students admitted in the fall semester, who would like to
graduate earlier, the opportunity to simultaneously take two core courses that are
only offered in the fall Semester.
This is a regular course in our program of study and the grade should be in "Normal"
mode just like theother courses in our program with the exception of READ 8839, Field
Project in Reading (Action Research).
MOTION: Dr. Ming Fang He has made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the
Department ofCurriculum, Foundations, and Reading. A second was made by Dr. Town, and the
motion to approve the Revised Course was passed.

Department of Middle Grades and Secondary Education

Revised Course:
ESED 8132: Curriculum and Instruction
JUSTIFICATION:

Insertion of ESED 8130 as a prerequisite. After removing the prerequisite, program
faculty recognized candidates taking ESED 8132 prior to ESED 8130 struggled with
the course. Therefore, to support candidate performance, we are adding back ESED
8130 as a prerequisite.
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MOTION: Dr. He has made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Middle Grades and Secondary Education. A second was made and the motion to approve the
Revised Course was passed.
B. College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Brian Koehler presented the agenda items for the College of Science and Mathematics.

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Revised Programs:
MSAPS-APS: Applied Physical Science M.S.A.P.S. (Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:

This revision is just "book keeping" to adjust a couple course that recently changed
numbers. Specifically:
CHEM 6130 Industrial Science changed to CHEM 5130G
Industrial Science CHEM 7334 Polymer Materials changed to
CHEM 5310G Polymer Materials
MSAPS-APS/NT: Applied Physical Science M.S.A.P.S. (Non-Thesis)
JUSTIFICATION:

This revision is just "book keeping" to adjust a couple course that recently changed
numbers. Specifically:
CHEM 6130 Industrial Science changed to CHEM 5130G
Industrial Science CHEM 7334 Polymer Materials changed to
CHEM 5310G Polymer Materials
The Mission and PLO's were also updated as they had apparently not been updated
when the Thesis-track and PSM-track were (this program track still had the outdated
versions).

MSAPS-PSM: Applied Physical Science M.S.A.P.S. (Professional Science Master)
JUSTIFICATION:

This revision is just "book keeping" to adjust a couple course that recently
changed numbers.Specifically:
CHEM 6130 Industrial Science changed to CHEM 5130G
Industrial Science CHEM 7334 Polymer Materials changed to
CHEM 5310G Polymer Materials
MOTION: Dr. Mase made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by
the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry. A second was made by Dr. He
and the motion to approve the Revised Programs was passed.
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Department of Mathematical Sciences

Deleted Program:
CERG-APPSTAT: Applied Statistics Certificate
JUSTIFICATION:

The Mathematical Science Department has decided to deactivate this certificate which
has yet to serve any students. Instead, the statistics group is working on a new
direction for the Applied Stats grad program more in line with a PSM (Professional
Science Masters), as well as a 4+1 option, underneath the existing MS structure.
There are no known students currently in this program that would be affected by this
deactivation.
MOTION: Dr. Town made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department
of Mathematical Sciences. A second was made by Dr. Mase and the motion to approve the
Deleted Programwas passed.
C. College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Dr. Dina Walker-DeVose presented the agenda items for the College of Behavioral and SocialSciences.

Department of Psychology

Deleted Courses:
PSYC 5060G: Basic Behavior Principles and Behavior Change
JUSTIFICATION:

This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis
sequence, which was replaced by a newly proposed and approved PSYC MS Program
Concentration in Behavior Analysis in Academic Year 2020-2021, making this
course's inclusion in the catalog now unnecessary.
PSYC 5061G: Advanced Behavioral Assessment
JUSTIFICATION:

This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis
sequence, which was replaced by a newly proposed and approved PSYC MS Program
Concentration in Behavior Analysis in Academic Year 2020-2021, making this
course's inclusion in the catalog now unnecessary.
PSYC 5062G: Advanced Behavior Change Techniques
JUSTIFICATION:

This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis
sequence, which was replaced by a newly proposed and approved PSYC MS Program
Concentration in Behavior Analysis in Academic Year 2020-2021, making this
course's inclusion in the catalog now unnecessary.
MOTION: Dr. He made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of Psychology.A
second was made by Dr. Felix Hamza-Lup, and the motion to approve the Deleted Courses was passed.
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VI.

OLD BUSINESS

A. Registrar’s Update

Mr. Wayne Smith provided the following updates:
•

The deadline to submit curriculum items for the January Graduate Committee (GC) and
Undergraduate Committee (UGC) meetings is December 1st. The UGC meeting is scheduled
January 18th and the GC meeting will be January 20th.
• The February meeting is the priority meeting for curriculum approvals in Banner for early
registration on March 7, 2022. The GC meeting is February 10 th and the UGC meeting is February
15th. He encouraged colleges to submit as much curriculum as possible for the February meetings.
• Georgia Southern will not be using CourseLeaf and CIM anymore after the April 2022
curriculummeetings. We will begin using DIGARC in Fall 2022, with the September 2022
meetings. The Registrar’s Office is in the process of being trained on the new system. Other
institutions that areutilizing DIGARC are Augusta University and Kennesaw State.
VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS – There were no announcements made.
VIII.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned on November 11, 2021 at 9:17
AM.

Respectfully submitted,
Audie Graham, Recording Coordinator

Minutes were approved November 17, 2021
by electronic vote of Committee Members
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UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
Monday, November 8, 2021
9:00am
In attendance: Dr. Lisa Carmichael, Dr. Katia Karadjova, Jeff Mortimore, Douglas Frazier, Dr.
Tricia Noone, Dr. Shainaz Landge, Dr. John O’Malley, Dr. Lucas Jensen, Dr. Maliece Whatley,
Jessica Rigg, and Ruth Whitworth.
Not in attendance: Dr. Julia Griffin, Dr. Joanne Zanetos, and Dr. LeeAnn Kung
Guest: Jeff Mortimore, Interim Department Head, Discovery Services Librarian & Associate
Professor
Dr. Carmichael opened the meeting and introduced Dr. Katia Karadjova, Associate Dean of
Research and Assessment and Janet Goodman, Executive Assistant ll, to the committee. She also
introduced Jeff Mortimore, who will be joining today to give an update on the educational resources
assessment project.
Agenda Items
1. Libraries’ Special Projects: Educational Resources Usage Assessment Report
a) Dr. Carmichael announced that since the last meeting, the libraries have distributed the
11 big deal journal packages and solicited input from university colleagues across the
various departments. The response from the faculty demonstrates that they are interested
in subscribing to numerous journals and a decision will need to be made as to how to
move forward in terms of reaching the goal of a $300,000 decrease in budget that the
Libraries have been tasked with for FY22. Dr. Carmichael turned the meeting over to
Jeff Mortimore.
b) Jeff Mortimore discussed the process taken by the Collection Services Department for
preparing the educational resources usage assessment report, and shared informative
slides with the committee.
-

-

-

The Collection Services Department began work preparing 90 dossiers for the
libraries databases and electronic journal packages. The dossiers contained
information about the databases, including pricing and usage information.
May-June- the library faculty developed a rubric to evaluate each of the 90
dossiers to help determine if they should be renewed or discontinued for FY22.
The focus for May-June was to finish the data collection and prepare the rubric
that the library faculty would use to complete their initial review.
June-August- library faculty used the prepared rubric and dossiers to review the
resources. An internal process was used to ensure the resources were first
reviewed by a subject area expert and liaisons in the appropriate research domain
or scholarly domain to evaluate content of resources, and the process was
expanded to include colleagues across both Henderson and Lane libraries. The
entire library faculty was included in the review, and the internal review was
conducted under the auspices of the Libraries’ Collection Development
Committee.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

August-September- after library faculty had conducted their initial review, a final
internal survey was conducted and the library faculty were asked to rank each
resource according to the scale of essential, important, or desirable. This is the
same scale that was provided on the feedback forms given to the individual
departments. This allowed an internal generated ranking list of all resources.
After reviewing the findings of the rubrics, the library faculty and dean of
libraries elected to set aside a vast majority of databases and electronic packages
and intend to renew those for FY22 with no further review, but plan to unbundle
and renegotiate the 11 journals that have since been shared with the departments
for review.
September 27-October 31- the library faculty, primarily the library liaisons,
worked with the faculty to review the journals within each of those packages to
obtain feedback as to which should be renewed, and which discontinued. The
closing date for those feedback forms was October 31, and the data has been
collected and tabulated for use by the Dean and library faculty to continue with
this usage assessment process.
Presently, the library faculty and the Dean will be reviewing and using the
feedback received to make the final decisions about the journals that should be
renewed or FY22. The departmental feedback information will be reviewed to
develop a final ranking of those titles. The Dean and the Collection Services
Department will then solicit prices for those and determine which titles should be
kept. This process will continue through the spring semester, and renewals will
continue through this fiscal year.
Jeff shared the departmental feedback forms that were shared with the
departments throughout campus. The feedback forms asked for three pieces of
feedback: 1) whether the title should be renewed or discontinued, 2) a title level
assessment for whether the title was essential/important/desirable, 3) any written
comments the faculty wanted to provide for the title.
The libraries reached out to 48 units across campus. Feedback was received from
30 departments.
The next step is for the library faculty to begin to renew the initial rankings
holistically, and those rankings will be put into context to the department’s
written comments and the library faculty will be recommending changes in the
initial rankings over the next few months to ensure that we are renewing as many
of the important, high use titles as possible. The plan is to sequence the review
of the 11 journal packages in order to minimize any risk of a lapsed coverage for
the titles eventually renewed.
November 15- the Collection Development Committee will meet with the faculty
to discuss and approve the final rankings. The rankings will be provided to the
Dean and Collection Services. At that point, vendors and publishers will be
contacted to solicit and obtain updated pricing for journal titles which have been
identified for renewal. A per title cost increase is expected.
The intent is to use re-cooped funds from discontinued packages to renew
individual titles. This will continue through the spring.
A question was asked about the current ranking and listing of renewal dates, and
the elimination of titles, and spending of funds, and how that process will be
managed. Pricing will be solicited for multiple vendors. Final decisions will be
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-

-

-

-

-

-

held off as long as possible to obtain as much pricing information as possible.
There is a risk of a gap in coverage.
Dr. Carmichael stated that we would be working on all 11 packages at one time.
Negotiations will continue with vendors, and our desire is to have decisions made
to by the spring semester, and that will be shared with faculty.
Discussion of pricing packages, and the available funds for FY22 were discussed,
as well as the cuts that will need to be made.
Initial rankings will be shared with the faculty committee.
Examples of initial rankings of the Collection Services Department were shared
and explained.
The impact on diversity, equity, and inclusion was discussed. This will be taken
into consideration as the process moves forward.
Results and departmental comments will be reviewed closely to determine if a reranking of individual titles is in order.
A discussion of essential rank and number of views was discussed. Library
faculty are reviewing these rankings. Many considerations are being taken into
account and comments are being reviewed.
The library faculty will be provided with all responses provided. They will be
looking very closely at comments for an indication of why a title should be
ranked as it is.
A discussion of where a resource is being viewed was had. When a Georgia
Southern University patron views a title and full-text article via a publisher’s
website, within the university IP range, Georgia Southern University will be
credited for the view.
Jeff discussed the library faculty’s second round of reviews and the criteria that
will be taken under consideration. Written comments will be weighed most
heavily when recommending any change and rank.
A discussion of potential impact of Ph.D. programs being added per college was
had.

Announcements:
Dr. Carmichael will continue to update FSLC. We will not meet in December due to conflicts with
final exam dates. She will update the committee as negotiations are held with the vendors. The
FSCL will meet again January 10.
With no further discussion, the meeting was adjourned at 10:15.
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMITTEE MINUTES

Tuesday, November 16, 2021
3:30 P.M.
Present:

Dr. Cheryl Aasheim, AEPCEC; Dr. Beth Burnett, University Libraries; Dr. Ann Henderson, PCOB; Dr.
David Calamas, AEPCEC; Dr. Nedra Cossa, COE; Mrs. Jamie Cromley, JPHCOPH; Dr. Lucas Jensen, COE; Dr. Josh Kies,
WCHP; Dr. Amanda Konkle, CAH; Dr. Yongki Lee, COSM; Dr. Marylou Machingura, COSM; Dr. Jason Tatlock, CAH;
Dr. James Thomas, JPHCOPH; Ms. Laura Valeri, CAH; Dr. Clare Walsh, CBSS.

Guests:

Mrs. Tywanda Cunningham, Office of the Registrar; Dr. Francis Desiderio, Honors College; Dr.
Cynthia Groover, Provost Office; Ms. Tiffany Hedrick, Office of the Registrar; Dr. Jeff Jones, JPHCOPH; Ms. Barbara
King, IAA Faculty Fellow; Dr. Brian Koehler, COSM; Ms. Doris Mack, Office of the Registrar; Dr. Britton McKay, PCOB;
Dr. Justin Montemarano, COSM; Mr. Norton Pease, CAH; Dr. Stephen Rossi, WCHP; Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess, CBSS;
Mr. Wayne Smith, Office of theRegistrar; Dr. Melanie Stone, CAH; Dr. Deborah Thomas, COE; Dr. David Williams,
AEPCEC.

Absent:

Dr. Christopher Barnhill, WCHP; Dr. Delena Gatch, IAA; Dr. Jingjing Lin, JPHCOPH; Dr. Carol
Jordan, WCHP; Dr. Lauren Mcmillan, University Libraries; Dr. Mohammadhadi Moazzam, AEPCEC; Dr. Montana
Smithey, COE; Dr. Dwight Sneathen, PCOB; Dr. Mckinley Thomas, WCHP; Dr.
Chunshan Zhao, COSM.

I.

CALL TO ORDER

Dr. Clare Walsh called the meeting to order on Tuesday, November 16, 2021 at 3:30 PM.

II.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri and the
motion to approve the agenda was passed.

III.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Waters College of Health Professions
Dr. Stephen Rossi presented the agenda items for the Waters College of Health Professions.
Department of Health Sciences and Kinesiology
New Course
KINS 4340: Sport and Spirituality
JUSTIFICATION:
This proposed elective fills a gap in our curriculum and will better prepare our students to be global
leaders. The University's Inclusive Excellence Statement specifically names "religion or spiritual beliefs"
as an element of diversity that should be embraced. It is also an established best practice to offer courses
that integrate religion and spirituality into various content areas. Finally, the course has been successful
as a special topics course as evidenced by positive student reviews and a waiting list to enroll.
Ms. Barbara King, IAA, clarified the effective semester date being fall but the department is wanting to
teach the course over the summer. The question was asked if the course would be taught over the
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summer as a special topics course or if the effective date would be changed to an earlier date. Dr.
Stephen Rossi indicated preferring to teach it as a permanent course over the summer, if allowed;
Otherwise, if the start date must be set to fall, then it would be taught one more semester. Mr.
Wayne Smith, Office of the Registrar, stated new courses always began in the fall and recommends
teaching the course as a special topics course for this summer and be prepared in the fall semester.
Ms. King also addressed the course being limited to asynchronous and recommends adding the lecture
option, if needed in the future, without essentially having to make another course change. Dr. Rossi
agreed to make the update.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of Health
Sciences and Kinesiology with the understanding KINS 4340 will be taught in the fall with delivery
options of Asynchronous and Lecture. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to
approve the new course was passed.

Revised Course(s)
HITC 4100: Analysis of Healthcare Data
A Health Informatics specialization will be offered under the Bachelor of Science in Information
Technology (BSIT). HSCC 2300 is not a required course for the HI specialization or BSIT major.
Removing the prerequisite would eliminate overrides for the BSIT students and open the course for
other healthcare majors.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Health Sciences and Kinesiology. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to
approve the revised course was passed.

Department of Rehabilitation Sciences
Revised Program(s)
BS-REHAB: Rehabilitation Sciences B.S.
The purpose of this request is to accommodate the RHAB3500 new proposed course (see accompanying
course proposal attached), Human Physiology for Healthcare Professionals. This will add one required
course to the major area of study. Additionally, the number of upper level elective courses will be
adjusted to 12-15 credit hours (18 if PSYC1101 is taken in Area E). Additionally, the credit hours in the
major area of study will increase from 42 to 45. There is no change to the overall credit hours required
for the BS-REHAB degree. Justification for the new course is provided in the RHAB 3500 course request
(see attached).
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Rehabilitation Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the
revised program was passed.

B. College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Dr. Daniel Skidmore-Hess presented the agenda items for the College of Behavioral and
Social Sciences.
Department of Psychology
Revised Course(s)
PSYC 2231: Research and Analysis I
We must add an additional option, MATH 1001, for fulfilling the PSYC 2231 course prerequisites, due to
cross-campus variability in the accessibility of the previously included prerequisite options;
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specifically, MATH 1001, which provides students with the training necessary to be prepared for PSYC 2231,
tends to be offered more frequently than the other options that previously served as prerequisites on the
Armstrong Campus.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of Psychology.
A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the revised course was passed.

Inactivated Course(s)
PSYC 3400: Introduction to Learning
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was historically part of our PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis sequence, but has now been
replaced by PSYC 3410: Introduction to Behavior Analysis, making its inclusion in the catalog
unnecessary.
PSYC 5060: Basic Behavior Principles and Behavior Change
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis sequence, which was
replaced by a newly proposed and approved sequence making this course's inclusion in the catalog now
unnecessary.
PSYC 5061: Advanced Behavioral Assessment
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis sequence, which was
replaced by a newly proposed and approved sequence making this course's inclusion in the catalog now
unnecessary.
PSYC 5062: Advanced Behavior Change Techniques
JUSTIFICATION:
This course was historically part of a now defunct PSYC Applied Behavior Analysis sequence, which was
replaced by a newly proposed and approved sequence making this course's inclusion in the catalog now
unnecessary.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Psychology. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the course
inactivations were passed.

Revised Program(s)
BS-PSYC: Psychology B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
PSYC 4191 & PSYC 4991 (which are co-requisite, lecture and lab portions of the same course) were
inadvertently and mistakenly removed from the program in previous catalog revisions. Members of the
Department of Psychology Undergraduate Curriculum Committee voted unanimously to revise the list
of courses that will fulfill Degree Requirements and to re-add PSYC 4191 & PSYC 4991 as fulfilling the BS
Program's Experiential Learning Requirement on October 7, 2021. This submission also includes revision
of the Program Mission Statement, so as to be consistent with the Department's Undergraduate
Curriculum Committee approved revision to the statement that was submitted with the Academic Year
2020-2021 Program Assessment Report to the Office of Institutional Assessment and Accreditation.
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MOTION:

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Psychology. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the revised program
was passed.

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Inactivated Course(s)
ANTH 2431: Cultural Anthropology
JUSTIFICATION:
The course is a duplicate in the catalog and should be inactivated.
MOTION:

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve
the course inactivation was passed.

Department of Political Science and International Studies
Revised Program(s)
BA-PSC: Political Science B.A.
The course, Immigration Law and Policy, approaches the field from a comparative perspective. The
American immigration system is examined alongside that of the other major immigrant-receiving
countries and of the European Union.
MOTION:

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Political Science and International Studies. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion
to approve the revised program was passed.

C. College of Education
Dr. Deborah Thomas presented the agenda items for the College of Education.
Department of Middle Grades and Secondary Education
Revised Course(s)
ESED 5130: Nature and Needs of Gifted and Talented Learners
JUSTIFICATION:
Prerequisites were updated to ensure students have completed PPB and obtained a pre-service
certification prior to course registration and enrollment.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of Middle
Grades and Secondary Education. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to
approve the revised course was passed.

D. College of Arts and Humanities
Mr. Norton Pease presented the agenda items for the College of Arts and Humanities.
Department of Communication Arts
New Course(s)
GFA 1040: Introduction to Film & Television Post-Production
JUSTIFICATION:
GFA 1040 is a new course offered by the Georgia Film Academy that is the first course in a sequence of
courses that will provide opportunities for students to earn certifications in industry standard film or audio
editing software.
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GFA 4040: Advanced Editing with Avid Media Composer
JUSTIFICATION:
This is the final course in a sequence of courses offered by the Georgia Film Academy that prepare
students for visual editing in the professional environment.
GFA 4140: Advanced Sound Design with Avid Pro Tools
JUSTIFICATION:
This course is the final course in a three sequence of courses offered by the Georgia Film Academy that
prepares students for a professional career in audio sound design.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Communication Arts. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the new
courses were passed.

Revised Program(s)
BS-MMFP: Multimedia Film and Production B.S.
JUSTIFICATION:
Some of the changes made in this revision are the addition of courses that have been offered in the
MMFP area, but were not added to the program when the courses were approved. These include MMFP
3333 - Sports Broadcasting, MMFP 4131 - Television Pilot
Clarification statements: MMFP 3030, as a selected topics course, may be taken more than once.
Students may take MMFP 4432 - Senior Project, or MMFP 4791 MMFP Internship (GPA minimum
2.75 and MMFP Faculty Approval.
The addition of GFA (Georgia Film Academy) courses to the curriculum and the headings under which
the additions should be placed: GFA 1000, GFA 1040, GFA 3010, GFA 3020, GFA 3040, GFA 3140, GFA
4000, GFA 4010, GFA 4020, GFA 4040, GFA 4140
This program will be offered on the following campus(es): Statesboro. This program will not be offered
on the following campus(es): Armstrong, Liberty
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Communication Arts. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the
revised program passed.
FILM: Film Studies Interdisciplinary Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
ENGL 2434 is no longer offered. As a result FILM 2200, which is also an Area F required course for the BS
in Multimedia Film & Production, is being overwhelmed. Literature had revised ENGL 3535 to replace
ENGL 2434 as a Core course for the Minor.
Because ENGL 3535 will now be a core requirement, it has been removed as a Minor Elective. Add
course prefixes for cross-listed courses have been added.
ENGL and FILM courses not previously listed, but appropriate to the Minor, have also been added to the
Minor Electives.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda items submitted by the Department of
Communication Arts. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the
revised program passed.
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Department of Literature
Revised Course(s)
ENGL 3535: Introduction to Film Analysis
JUSTIFICATION:
Communication Arts requested that we develop an Introductory course that could serve the
interdisciplinary Film Studies minor, as their FILM2200: Introduction to Film is overloaded with
Multimedia Film Production majors and an introductory course is required for the minor. This course is
being proposed as a 3000-level course so that it can also count for English majors, as 2000-level courses
do not satisfy the requirements of their major courses. We are repurposing a course number we were
going to inactivate for this purpose.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Literature. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the revised
course was passed.

Department of Writing and Linguistics
Revised Course(s)
LING 5530: Sociolinguistics
JUSTIFICATION:
The course is no longer cross-listed with sociology or anthropology. The prerequisite was left in error
following consolidation. It no longer pertains. Course also needs to be made available for site sync delivery
given the limited number of faculty and demand on multiple campuses. The course serves students on both
the Armstrong and Statesboro campuses.
WRIT 5530: Sociolinguistics
JUSTIFICATION:
The course is no longer cross-listed with sociology or anthropology. The prerequisite was left in error
following consolidation. It no longer pertains. Course also needs to be made available for site sync delivery
given the limited number of faculty and demand on multiple campuses. The course serves students on both
the Armstrong and Statesboro campuses.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of Writing
and Linguistics. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the revised
courses were passed.

Department of World Languages and Cultures
Revised Course(s)
FREN 4130: Grammar in Context
JUSTIFICATION:
Description change: We updated the curriculum for this course and changed the number and the title to
make it more relevant to today's student.
Prerequisite change: By listing any upper-division course, this allows students who place out of
2002/2060 to take the course without department approval.
Add asynchronous instruction change: This will allow us to teach the course F2F or OL, as needed for the
program outcomes.
MOTION: Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of World
Languages and Cultures. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the revised
course was passed.
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E. College of Science and Mathematics
Dr. Brian Koehler presented the agenda items for the College of Science and Mathematics.
Department of Biology
Inactivated Program(s)
146E: Environmental Studies Interdisciplinary MinorJUSTIFICATION:
Mostly a "bookkeeping" exercise for cleaning up the catalog, we have decided to deactivate the
Environmental "Studies" Interdisciplinary Minor as being duplicitous with the Environmental
"Sustainability" Interdisciplinary Minor, which has more flexibility and course options for students (indeed,
all of the course options in the "Studies" minor are included within the "Sustainability" minor). The
"Sustainability" minor is also the one that will seamlessly transition into the concentration option with the
same name that is part of the BIS degree, for students who wish to complete the BIS program.
Deactivating this program will close the Minor from accepting new student enrollments. There are
currently less than 40 students in the "Studies" minor, but they will still be able to complete their Minor
program of study as it currently exists (sort of a moot point since all those same courses are valid options
in the "Sustainability" minor".
MOTION:

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Biology. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the
program inactivation was passed.

Department of Mathematical Sciences
Revised Program(s) 170G:
Statistics Minor
JUSTIFICATION:
MATH 3337 and STAT 5531 are required in the BS in Mathematics, creating a conflict for students
majoring in math seeking a minor in statistics. We are adding a footnote that these students can fulfill
the minor requirements by taking additional upper-level courses with statistical content.
MOTION:

IV.

Dr. Josh Kies made a motion to approve the agenda item submitted by the Department of
Mathematical Sciences. A second was made by Ms. Laura Valeri, and the motion to approve the
revised program was passed.

OTHER BUSINESS
Updates provided by Mr. Smith from the Office of the Registrar:
In regards to the January 18th Undergraduate Committee meeting and the January 20th Graduate
Committee meeting, the deadline for submissions is December 1st for each meeting.
The Graduate Committee meeting on February 10th and the February 15th Undergraduate Committee
meeting, are the priority meetings for the curriculum approvals in Banner for Early Registration, which
will begin on March 7, 2022.
Georgia Southern will no longer use Courseleaf and CIM after the April Curriculum meetings 2022. We
will begin using DIGARC effective with the September 2022 curriculum meetings. We are in the process of
being trained with DIGARC now.
Dr. Clare Walsh reminded everyone that the next meeting will be January 18, 2022.
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V. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was adjourned on November
16, 2021, at 4:10 p.m.
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Request for Information
12/17/2021

SHORT TITLE:
(Please provide a short descriptive title.)
Follow up on 2020 SGA-FS Joint Resolution provisions related to additional search committee
funds.

QUESTION(s):
(Please state your request or requests in question form as concisely as possible.)
Question:
We, Nicholas Holtzman and Michelle Haberland, are following up on the $100K allocated to help
hiring committees increase diversity of the applicant pools, as specified in the Joint Resolution.
May we have a spreadsheet of how this money has been spent, item by item, in FY21 and
FY22? Here is the original language of Part 1D of the Joint Resolution: Allocating meaningful
financial and non-financial resources, including at least $100,000 in annual funds beginning in
the fiscal year 2021, from the Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs and other sources
toward search efforts to increase the diversity of the applicant pool.
RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why this issue is one of general concern for the Faculty Senate or for
the University and not a matter concerning only an individual college or administrative
area. Please note what other, if any, attempts you have made to garner this
information before submitting this request to the Faculty Senate.)
Provost Carl Reiber received an email about this in mid-Fall 2021 and we received no reply from
him. This money affects every department (that is hiring) at the university.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form and send.
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file

SUBMITTED BY:
pchristian

PHONE NO:
912-478-7529

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
nholtzman@georgiasouthern.edu

RE-ENTER EMAIL
nholtzman@georgiasouthern.edu

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY

This site is for use exclusively by Georgia Southern University faculty,
staff, and administrators. Submissions are reviewed by the SEC for
relevance to the mission and business of the Faculty Senate. This site
is a tool not for debate but solely for information exchange. Redundant
and contentious submissions will not be accepted.
Note to faculty users: Double-check your data before submitting, because the data
cannot by edited afterward

SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ACTION

1/14/2022
Response:
Approved
Executive Committee Response:
The Senate Executive Committee approved this Request for Information but expanded it to
include additional reporting as required by the joint resolution. Provost Carl Reiber indicated
that he is having the report required by the joint resolution prepared for distribution by the
end of February. The report is being compiled by the Provost's Office, Legal Affairs, and Human
Resources. As required in the joint resolution, this report will: a. Produce statistical data to
monitor and analyze the effectiveness of Inclusive Excellence initiatives that have been
instituted by faculty and staff during the previous academic year by documenting the
following: i. Composition of diverse faculty according to assessable categories such as
ethnicity, gender, college, and department, ii. Retention rates, promotion frequency, and
attainment of tenure among diverse faculty after completion of the hiring and onboarding
processes, iii. Analysis of internal pay equity within departments by academic rank, and other
diversity categories, iv. Examination of faculty exit survey data through “Stay Interviews” to
explore the factors related to diversity and how these factors explain why faculty leave GSU,
and, v. Qualitative and quantitative record of faculty and staff who have attempted and
completed an Inclusive Excellence training course, b. Account for key points from CDC reports,
and c. Be made accessible to the public and University community via the Inclusive Excellence
page of the Georgia Southern University website.
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Discussion Item Request Print View
SHORT TITLE

(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Welfare Committee Revisions to Faculty Annual Report Form

SUBJECT OF DISCUSSION:
(Please state the nature of your request as concisely as possible.)
A subcommittee of the Faculty Welfare Committee has been working on the Faculty Annual
Report Form for the past couple of years. Based on data that this subcommittee gathered last
spring, which suggested that not all colleges are using the same form, and not all faculty feel
comfortable with the standard form in its current iteration, the subcommittee working on this
has proposed minor changes to the form as well as minor changes to how the form is
distributed. Changes to the form: - Change the title from Faculty Annual Evaluation to Faculty
Annual Report. - Eliminate the separate columns for Accomplishments and Evidence in the first
box. - Add examples to the narrative boxes. Suggested changes to distribution of the form: Chairs should be reminded to distribute the form near the beginning of the semester rather
than in December.
RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why this issue is one of general concern for the Faculty Senate or for
the University and not a matter concerning only an individual college or
administrative area.)
The university has been trying to move to a more standardized evaluation process, but
inconsistencies and confusion remain. These minor changes to the form would clarify that this
is the faculty member's report of their accomplishments, not their evaluation (which chairs
complete using the university's standard scale). Changes to the columns eliminate some
redundancy, and added examples help remind faculty of various kinds of accomplishments
they might want to report. AA change to how the form is distributed would also eliminate some
of the confusion that arises at the end of the semester regarding which form should be used.
We know the Student Success piece needs to be added, but wanted that ad hoc committee to
have these revisions at hand as they think about how they might add that piece.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form and send.
FWC subcommittee draft of FACULTY ANNUAL REPORT FORM.docx.pdf
78.84 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
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FACULTY ANNUAL REPORT FORM
to be used by all Georgia Southern Faculty
for the period
JANUARY 1 TO DECEMBER 31, 20____
NOTE REGARDING USE OF THIS FORM: This standardized form provides faculty across the
university with the flexibility to report their own activities and accomplishments in the
mandated areas of faculty evaluation which include teaching, scholarship and creative work,
service, and professional development. The documentation provided will be utilized in annual
reviews of faculty performance, which may also impact merit pay increases. This documentation
may also be included in tenure and promotion portfolios and/or utilized when evaluating
program effectiveness. The examples provided in this form are not exhaustive and might not be
applicable to all disciplines.
Name

Title/Rank

College

Department

Teaching %

Assigned Faculty Workload Allocation
Scholarship %

Service %

REQUIRED Summary of Teaching Assignments: Provide a summary of the faculty member’s teaching
contributions by listing courses taught along with other pertinent information such as class type (lab, online,
site synchronous), class size, and whether the course is a new preparation.

OPTIONAL: Brief narrative on Teaching Accomplishments, Reflections on Student Feedback, Discussion of
Addressing Teaching Challenges. Place teaching accomplishments in a longer term context or provide any other
needed context, reflection, and clarification. Faculty may include a description of teaching awards received,
personal growth and development as a teacher during the review period, any changes made to courses as a
result of formal or informal assessment of students’ performance, description(s) of teaching methods used to
achieve or maintain excellence in teaching, description of new course development or course revisions,
assurance of learning activities, guest lectures provided, guest lectures arranged, conferences attended on
teaching and learning, college level teaching and learning projects, Scholarship of Teaching and Learning,
contributions toward special teaching initiatives, mentoring of student research and student writing, peer
evaluations of teaching, and/or a concise reflection on student comments and ratings of instruction.

REQUIRED Summary of Scholarly and Creative Accomplishments: List scholarly and creative output such as
awards received, peer-reviewed publications, proceedings of learned societies, professional presentations,
grants awarded, grant applications completed, non-peer-reviewed publications, juried art exhibitions, concerts,
and work in progress. Utilize categories valued by your department.

OPTIONAL: Brief Narrative on Scholarly and Creative Accomplishments. Place scholarly and creative
accomplishments in a longer term context, such as a description of your research agenda and/or the impact of
this year’s activity on your personal goals or the advancement of your discipline. Provide any other context and
clarification that would be helpful in understanding your scholarly and creative accomplishments during the
year.

REQUIRED Summary of Service Accomplishments: Provide a list of service activities during the year including
your role on the committee (e.g., chair, member). Include awards received for service, Departmental
committees, College committees, University committees, administrative duties covered, faculty mentoring,
committees or board positions on disciplinary societies, involvement with program assessment, journal
editorships, editorial review board memberships, Honors/Thesis/Dissertation committees, community
engagement, etc. Utilize categories valued by your department.

OPTIONAL: Brief Narrative on Service Accomplishments. Place service accomplishments in a longer term
context or provide any other needed context and clarification. For example, provide a description of the service
activity, the outcome(s) and impact of the service, number of hours per week/month, etc.

REQUIRED Summary of Professional Development activities: Provide a list of professional development
activities during the year, including conferences and seminars attended, disciplinary training completed, skill
development training completed, CTE training received, badges and certificates earned, additional professional
certifications or degrees earned, webinars attended, etc.

OPTIONAL: Brief Narrative on Service Accomplishments. Place service accomplishments in a longer term
context or provide any other needed context and clarification. For example, provide a description of the service
activity, the outcome(s) and impact of the service, number of hours per week/month, etc.

STATEMENT OF GOALS for January 1 to December 31, 20____
The goals should be directly related to the expectations of the faculty member under review. The goals
should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time-based. The faculty member should
prepare goals at the beginning of the calendar year for discussion with their chair or director.
REQUIRED STATEMENT OF TEACHING GOALS. Indicate specific goals for the coming year in the area of teaching.
For each goal, identify the resources needed to achieve it, if applicable. Also, identify the specific product
expected to result from achievement of the goal. If appropriate, identify the assessment process/outcome that
led to the development of the goal.

OPTIONAL: BRIEF Narrative about Teaching Goals: Place teaching goals into a longer term context related to the
development of your teaching discipline, your personal development as a teacher/scholar, and/or trends
(demographic, societal, technological) that impact your learners and/or subject area.

REQUIRED STATEMENT OF Scholarly and Creative Activities GOALS. Indicate specific goals for the coming year
in the area of scholarship and creative activity. For each goal, identify the resources needed to achieve it, if
applicable. Also, identify the specific product expected to result from achievement of the goal.

OPTIONAL: Brief Narrative about Scholarly and Creative Activities Goals Place your scholarly/creative activities
goals in a longer term context indicating how the goals are related to your personal career stage, the needs of
the department, and their impact on the discipline. Explain potential difficulties and extenuating circumstances.

REQUIRED STATEMENT of Professional Service GOALS. Indicate specific goals for the coming year in the area of
service. For each goal, identify the resources needed to achieve it, if applicable. Also, identify the specific product
expected to result from achievement of the goal.

OPTIONAL BRIEF Narrative about Service Goals. Place service goals into a longer term context indicating the
importance of the goal to the organization/stakeholders served, impact of the service, and relevance to your
personal career stage and aspirations.

Print Faculty Name

Signatures
Faculty Signature

Date

Print Chair/Director Name

Chair/Director Signature

Date
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(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Welfare Committee Proposed Mask Mandate

SUBJECT OF DISCUSSION:
(Please state the nature of your request as concisely as possible.)
The Covid-19 subcommittee of the Faculty Welfare Committee, with an affirmative vote from
the Faculty Welfare Committee, drafted language for the Senate to discuss regarding a mask
mandate on campus. We call on the University System of Georgia to require all individuals on
any Georgia Southern University campus or facility to wear a mask, regardless of vaccination
status, in any situation in which social distancing cannot be maintained in adherence with the
CDC mask guidelines.
RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why this issue is one of general concern for the Faculty Senate or for
the University and not a matter concerning only an individual college or
administrative area.)
Other systems have passed mask mandates recently, and the Faculty Welfare Committee voted
to bring this language forward to the Senate.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form and send.
FWC Mask Mandate .pdf
21.06 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
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We call on the University System of Georgia to require all individuals on any Georgia Southern
University campus or facility to wear a mask, regardless of vaccination status, in any situation in
which social distancing cannot be maintained in adherence with the CDC mask guidelines.
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SHORT TITLE

(Please provide a short descriptive title that would be suitable for inclusion in the
Senate Agenda.)
Faculty Welfare Committee COVID-19 Policy on Faculty Evaluation

SUBJECT OF DISCUSSION:
(Please state the nature of your request as concisely as possible.)
Attached is a written policy stating how the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic should be
considered in evaluation of faculty.
RATIONALE(s):
(Please explain why this issue is one of general concern for the Faculty Senate or for
the University and not a matter concerning only an individual college or
administrative area.)
Concerns remain about how faculty members' progress to promotions will be affected by the
lingering effects of the pandemic, including but not limited to restricted access to research
materials, increased teaching and service responsibilities, and increased student welfare
management, as well as increased personal burdens. This policy was revised to remove the
end dates that had previously been set at 2020 and to make this policy more open-ended so
that faculty could invoke this policy as needed where appropriate. Some colleges have a policy
similar to this as part of their bylaws or handbooks, while other colleges lack written policies.
To ensure consistency and fairness, the university should have a formal policy added to the
Faculty Handbook that takes into account that the end date for the effects of the pandemic
remains unknown.
If you have an attachment, press the button below to attach to form and send.
Faculty Welfare Committee Approved COVID-19 Policy on Faculty Evaluation 10_13_2021 (1).pdf
103.04 KB
Click here to attach a file
Click here to attach a file
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Faculty Welfare Committee COVID-19 Policy on Faculty Evaluation
(The following policy was revised and subsequently approved on 8/7/2020 by the Waters College of Health
Professions which they adapted from the West Virginia COVID-19 Revised Annual Evaluation Guidelines. It was
then modified by the Faculty Welfare Committee and approved on 10/13/2021.)
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected every fiber of our lives and created an unprecedented context for higher
education. For faculty members in particular, it has caused immediate, short and long-term consequences on
productivity in teaching, scholarship, service and/or professional development. This is compounded by the
challenges caused by disruptions in their communities. Some of the challenges encountered by faculty members
include, but are not limited to:
1. Lack of access to materials required for the initiation, continuation, or completion of a major research
project;
2. Lack of funding for a research project because the granting institution’s budget authority was suspended,
even temporarily, during the pandemic;
3. Inability to travel for collaboration, research, or presentation of results;
4. Financial hardship on the part of a research partner which will interfere in progress on or conclusion of the
research project;
5. Failure of aspects of the research because of a lack of access or funding associated with COVID-19
(including, but not limited to, contingencies such as loss of test or interview subjects, malfunctions of
equipment which was left unattended, harm to research assistants or subjects, inability to access data in
a timely manner because of COVID-related closures, etc.);
6. Consequences of the transition to remote instruction, which required significant overhaul of courses, and
of the continued uncertainty of plans for future semesters;
7. Illness of the faculty member, or of a member of that person’s family who relies on the faculty member for
support or assistance;
8. Increased responsibilities for child care and/or elder care in the home during COVID-related closures of
schools, child cares, and community centers; and
9. University budget shortfalls leading to increased duties for faculty members, etc.
While the full impact of this crisis and the demands that it now makes on faculty members, students, and staff will
not be fully known for some time, it is imperative that we acknowledge the psychological toll of the COVID-19
pandemic on faculty members and commit to act ethically during these challenging times.
The purpose of this document is to provide guidance about the faculty evaluation process in response to impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic on faculty work. It is critically important that Promotion and Tenure (P&T) committees
at all levels (academic unit and college), as well as chairs and deans approach faculty evaluation for the duration
of the pandemic and beyond with creativity, flexibility and understanding.

The following changes in policy and practice are recommended:

Teaching
In March 2020, Georgia Southern (GSU) transitioned to emergency remote teaching for the rest of the spring
2020 semester. This transition may have adversely affected faculty members’ student ratings of instruction (SRI)
scores. Although all faculty members are required to have their courses evaluated by students, faculty may
choose to remove SRI results from consideration* for their annual review and their next major review. If this is the
case, faculty are encouraged to:
● document and provide a reflection in a narrative of how and what they learned while teaching during the
move to emergency remote teaching; any training or professional development undertaken for remote
instruction (both formal and informal); resources they used to shift to emergency remote teaching;
additional mentoring of and support for students facing uncertain and rapidly changing circumstances.
● provide a “before” and “after” syllabus to demonstrate how they adjusted their courses as they moved to
emergency remote teaching. Similarly, they may demonstrate efforts to build or expand their courses
using different online platforms (Folio, Zoom, etc.).
● share materials, messages, etc. in which they communicated course changes, resources and other
general measures of support to their students.

*Please refer to each department’s guidelines for other evidence of teaching effectiveness to demonstrate
excellence in teaching.

Post-Spring 2020
Redistribution of Effort
The fall 2020 term was full of uncertainties (Provost Carl Reiber email communication: “Fall 2020 term will be
interesting, and we need to be prepared for all contingencies”- May 15, 2020; “Obviously, the fall semester will not
be business as usual” - July 2, 2020). Given the continuing fluid nature of the pandemic, faculty may request to
adjust their distribution of effort to reflect the increased amount of time devoted to teaching and/or mentoring of
students as a result of this changed learning environment. The redistribution of effort may also reflect changes in
service loads as a result of altered circumstances (e.g., suspension of faculty searches, voluntary separations,
ADA accommodations, etc.). Finally, with the COVID-19 temporary closure of labs, libraries, archives, and other
facilities related to scholarly work, faculty may have faced disruptions to their research/scholarship/creative
activity activities.
Normally, increasing the percentage of effort allocated to teaching is based on giving a faculty member an
additional course assignment. However, at various points throughout the pandemic almost all courses had to
change delivery to some extent, from traditional face-to-face instruction to hybrid or modified face-to-face or
online. Even in courses which returned to face-to-face instruction, faculty have had to adapt their teaching
strategies to accommodate students' needs as a result of the pandemic. Given these circumstances, effort
allocated to teaching can be increased in recognition of the extra effort required to design and deliver high-quality
courses that are now delivered in different formats. Faculty who increase the portion of their effort allocated to
teaching may be expected to take advantage of professional development opportunities related to online
teaching, including those available at the Faculty Center.
Faculty who wish to request a redistribution of effort may do so by requesting from their chair a temporary
modification of their annual work assignment so that for example, teaching and/or service is increased by 10%,
and research is reduced by 10%. Faculty members utilizing this strategy will be expected to document the
success/impact of these efforts. When faculty members are evaluated during their next major review, such
changes in assignment will be taken into account by P&T committees, chairs and deans when examining the
totality of the faculty member's contributions.
For teaching faculty, who already have an 80% teaching assignment, the increased expectations of the COVID-19
crisis may have a disproportionate impact on their workload. Chairs are urged to take that into account when
making assignments and should consider various ways to support teaching faculty who may be tasked with
developing, teaching, and overseeing instruction of multiple sections of online or hybrid-flex courses.

Teaching
At various points throughout the pandemic almost all courses had to change delivery to some extent, from
traditional face-to-face instruction to hybrid, modified face-to-face or online. For many faculty members the
announcement for class delivery format was substantially delayed, which hindered their ability to develop their
classes. In addition, it is highly probable that Georgia Southern may have to switch to emergency remote teaching
later in the semester as a result of increasing numbers of COVID-19 infections in the community. The change in
the delivery of courses, the social distancing guidelines and the potential transition to emergency remote teaching
may again adversely affect faculty members’ student ratings of instruction (SRI) scores. Although all faculty
members are required to have their courses evaluated by students, faculty may choose to remove SRI results
from considerations* for their annual review and the next major review. If this is the case, faculty are encouraged
to:
● document and provide a reflection in a narrative of how and what they learned while teaching during the
move to emergency remote teaching; any training or professional development undertaken for remote
instruction (both formal and informal); resources they used to shift to emergency remote teaching;
additional mentoring of and support for students facing uncertain and rapidly changing circumstances.

●

provide a “before” and “after” syllabus to demonstrate how they adjusted their courses as they moved to
emergency remote teaching. Similarly, they may demonstrate efforts to build or expand their courses
using different online platforms (Folio, Zoom, etc.).
● share materials, messages, etc. in which they communicated course changes, resources and other
general measures of support to their students.
Please refer to each department’s guidelines for other evidence of teaching effectiveness to demonstrate
excellence in teaching.

Research/Scholarship/Creative Activity
Evaluation of scholarship should keep in mind current limitations on research access, so a different standard
should be applied when assessing faculty research, scholarship, and creative activity following 2020, which may
include the next major review. Data collection with human subjects has been curtailed as GSU introduced a ban
on human research subjects in March 2020 that is still in effect; libraries and labs were closed for a period of
time; conferences and invited lectures have been cancelled or moved to virtual; and journal review processes
have been delayed. In addition, the time that faculty have committed to ensure continuity in their students’
educational experiences means they have less time to devote to scholarship. It seems inevitable that these
unavoidable circumstances will result in a period of reduced scholarly activity for faculty. Faculty members whose
primary research is face-to-face with human subjects should be excused from any expectation of scholarly
productivity not just until the ban is lifted, but until sufficient time to completely re-start their research has passed.
Recognizing the cascading effects of disruptions to faculty efforts, P&T committees, chairs and deans will
exercise flexibility in evaluating faculty research for their annual and next major reviews, depending on the extent
and type of disruption experienced and documented by each faculty member. Faculty members should be
strongly encouraged to:
● As an appendices: provide a narrative explaining any impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on their
research/scholarship/creative activity. This narrative might include discussion of delays in journal reviews
and publication of submitted articles, lab closings, conference cancellations, etc.
● focus on documenting the work they are doing to stay current with the literature, methods, writing reviews,
and developing new proposals for when they are allowed to resume research, etc.
Promotion and Tenure committees should:
● consider the research output given decreased expectations in this area. For example, virtual
presentations given as part of academic conferences should be evaluated as equivalent to in-person
presentations; cancelled conference presentations and talks, and postponed fellowships, grants, and
other funding should be included on curricula vitae.
● use caution when comparing and contrasting faculty members’ relative productivity. Health concerns,
child care responsibilities, and financial challenges, which are personal matters and thus not typically
included in narratives, may affect productivity levels.

Service
Pandemic-related changes to internal and external service commitments will vary. Institutional service
responsibilities have always been heavy at GSU, however faculty members may find that their service
responsibilities are increasing. This may be due to the hiring freeze, faculty members choosing to voluntarily
separate from the university or requesting ADA accommodations, as well as childcare challenges that may require
faculty members to apply for FMLA. If a significant number of faculty members cannot be on-campus, a heavier
than usual service load will fall on faculty members who are able to be on-campus.
● Faculty members are strongly encouraged to provide a detailed narrative of the ways in which their
service obligations have been altered as a result of the pandemic.
● In evaluating service, special weight should be given to contributions that advance unit-wide teaching and
learning during this period, and to service efforts utilizing the faculty member’s expertise that support
community responses to the COVID-19 crisis.

Extension of major review clock
Given the extraordinary circumstances imposed by the transition to remote teaching and social distancing, all
faculty members who are scheduled to apply for a major review (including promotion and tenure) in Fall 2020 or
later, will be given the option to extend their major review clock.

It is strongly suggested that faculty consult with their chair for a redistribution of effort for the period of time
affected by the pandemic so that faculty can go up for their tenure and promotion review at their original appointed
time. The changes in assignment should be documented so that they may be taken into account during the review
process.
**Faculty may still be required to provide the SRIs in their portfolios, but P&T committees and administrators will
not use the SRIs for evaluation purposes if faculty members choose to remove them from consideration.
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